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ABSTRACT 
Eddies of the Western Arctic Ocean - Their Characteristics and Importance 
to the Energy, Heat, and Salt Balance 
Thomas Owen Manley 
High speed transient undercurrents were first observed in the Arctic 
Ocean in 1937 however, it was not until 1974 that these high velocity jets were 
determined to be the instantaneous observations of small subsurface baroc- 
linic eddies confined between the base of the mixed layer(50 m) and 300 
meters. Typical dimensions of these eddies were estimated to be 10-20 km in 
diameter and roughly 200 meters in thickness. 
With the undertaking of the main 1975-76 AIDJEX experiment located in 
the central Beaufort Sea, four manned camps collected for one year the larg¬ 
est and most complete set of oceanographic data within the Arctic Ocean to 
this date. During this time, a total of 146 separate crossings of eddies were 
observed. Using T-S signatures, 31 of the 146 crossings are found to represent 
duplicate crossings of 12 individual eddies, making a total of 127 separate 
eddies observed during the one year. On the basis of the AIDJEX data set, arc¬ 
tic eddies have been found to, l) be prevalent in the Amerasia Basin and in 
particular the Beaufort Sea, 2) predominantly reside in the depth range of 50 
to 300 meters although deeper eddies are also present, 3) contain more than 
half of the total amount of kinetic energy in the upper 200m of the Beaufort 
Sea, 4) transfer kinetic energy to the mean flow, 5) be predominately anti- 
cyclonic in their rotational tendency, 6) apparently originate north of Point 
Barrow, Alaska as a result of instability in the eastward flowing Alaskan Coastal 
Current although there are a few eddies in which T-S data may indicate the 
possibility of local origin, 7) transfer fresher, less saline water into the deep 
Arctic Ocean from the Chukchi Sea, 8) transfer both warm and cold water 
into the deep Arctic Ocean in response to the seasonally changing shelf condi¬ 
tions, 9) translate in response to barotropic forcing over short time scales, 
although over longer time periods move with the mean geostrophic field, 10) 
decay in a clockwise pattern from their point of origin, which is consistent with 
the upper layer movement of the Beaufort Sea. 
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A) Research Objectives 
In the past few decades, mesoscale eddies resembling the weather pat¬ 
terns of the atmosphere have been found in ail of the world's 
oceans(McWilliams,1977). Although the ocean eddies are similar in many ways 
to their atmospheric counterparts such as their shape, aspect ratio, geos- 
trophic nature and high energy content, they also possess many dissimilarities. 
In general, the ocean eddies, when compared with the atmospheric high and 
low pressure systems are, 1) smaller, 2) possess one to two orders of mag¬ 
nitude more energy when compared to the surrounding mean, 3) move with a 
slower translational as well as rotational velocity, 4) have a longer life span, 
and 5) are more abundant. 
Further research into these mesoscale currents have brought about a 
major reorganization in the concepts relating to the processes by which 
energy, momentum, heat, salt, biomass and chemical constituents are 
transferred within the oceans(McWilliams,1977; Richardson, 1976; Wiebe, 1976). 
In specific cases, both in the atmosphere and ocean, eddy motions have been 
shown to transfer momentum and energy to the mean flow which is contrary to 
the more familiar cascading processes whereby energy is transferred from 
larger to smaller scale motion finally to be dissipated Into heat by viscous and 
molecular forces. 
It was not until 1974 that eddies »ere documented to exist in the western 
Arctic 0cean(Hunkins,1974; Newton et al, 1974). Because of the inaccessibility 
of the Arctic Ocean, relatively little information was collected on these features 
until the 1975-1976 Arctic Ice Dynamics Joint Experiment (AIDJEX) when four 
drifting manned camps were deployed on the permanent pack ice in the Cen¬ 
tral Beaufort Sea of the western Arctic(figure 1). This experiment provided the 
2 
largest and most detailed oceanographic data set to date in the Beaufort Sea. 
During this one year experiment, a total of 146 mesoscale eddies were 
observed at the four manned camps. 
The purpose of the study is twofold - first, to provide observational as well 
as statistical information pertaining to eddies of the Arctic Ocean in order to 
give insight as to their general characteristics, locations, possible modes of 
origin, and subsequent decay within the Beaufort Sea. The second aim is to 
show the importance of the arctic eddies in the horizontal energy balance of 
the upper 200 m of the water column as well as the role that they take in the 









































































































































































B) Geographic Setting 
The Arctic Ocean is bounded to the south by the land masses of Eurasia, 
Spitzbergen, Greenland, Canadian Archipelago, and North America. Terminol¬ 
ogy and bathymetry used in this work are based on the most recent bathy¬ 
metric map of the Arctic Qcean(Johnson et al,1979). Figure 2 indicates the 
main physiographic provinces of the Arctic Ocean while the more detailed bot¬ 
tom topography is shown in figure 3. 
In the western longitudes, the deep arctic basin is bounded by a continen¬ 
tal shelf ranging from 50 to 200 km in width. In the eastern longitudes, how¬ 
ever, a very broad continental shelf extends up to a maximum of some 1400 
km, with the average width of 800-900 km. This broad shelf is associated with 
the Chukchi, East Siberian, Laptev, Kara and Barents Marginal Seas. The shelf 
itself is usually less than 100 meters below sea level with the exception of the 
Barents Sea which has a depth range of 100 to 500 meters. These marginal 
seas occupy nearly 36% of the area of the Arctic Ocean .however they only con¬ 
tain 2% of the total volu'me of water(Coachman and Aagaard,1974). 
Submarine canyons frequently indent the shelf areas and have been sug¬ 
gested as being a conduit through which intermediate or deep water may reach 
the surface as well as shelf water moving to greater depths (Mountain et 
al,1976; Garrison and Becker, 1976). Two of the largest canyons are the St. Anna 
and the Vozonin troughs, both of which are in the Kara Sea. 
The deep Arctic 0cean(greater than 500 m) is divided by the Lomonosov 
Ridge into two major basins(Beal et al, 1966), the Amerasia(western Arctic) and 
Eurasia(eastern Arctic) Basins. Each of these basins is further subdivided into 
two minor basins. In the Amerasia Basin these are the Canada and Makarov 
Basins and for the Eurasian Basin , the Amundsen and Nansen Basins. The 
Amundsen Basin is the deepest of the four with an average depth near 4200m. 
The next deepest are the Nansen and Canada Basins with average depths of 
5 
90°E 
Figure 2. Physiographic provinces of the Arctic Ocean(adapted from Johnson 







Figure 3. Bathymetry of the Arctic Ocean and surrounding seas(adapted from 
Johnson et al, 1979). 
7 
3500 meters. The shallowest is the Makarov Basin with an average depth of 3000 
meters, although it does obtain a maximum depth of 4000 meters near the 
pole. 
These basins are separated by topographic highs - the Arctic Mid- Ocean 
Ridge, the Lomonosov Ridge, and the Alpha-Mendeleyev Ridge Complex. The 
Lomonosov Ridge, shallowest of the ridges, plays an important part in the deep 
circulation of the Arctic Ocean. Although minimum depths of 800 meters are 
observed, the shallowest unbroken contour along the ridge is 2000 
meters(figure 3). Estimated sill depth is between 1500 and 2000 meters. 
The other major topographic high is the Chukchi Province which contains 
the following features: the Chukchi and Northwind Abyssal Plains, the Chukchi 
Plateau and the Northwind Ridge. Minimum depths of slightly less than 500 
meters are recorded; however, in areal extent these features are minor com¬ 
pared to the Chukchi Province as a whole. Generally, depths are in excess of 
1000 meters for this area. In the oceanic circulation of the Canada Basin, the 
Chukchi Province is believed.to affect only the movement of the deeper layers. 
8 
C) Water Masses of the Arctic Ocean 
Following the general classification of Coachman(l963), three distinct 
water masses are persistent throughout the Arctic Ocean. It is only in the sub¬ 
divisions of the water masses that differences can be observed between the 
eastern and western Arctic Ocean. General profiles of temperature,salinity,and 
in the western and eastern Arctic are plotted in figure 4. crt is defined as 
(p-l.OOQ) x 103. Corresponding T-S diagrams are shown in figure 5. Figure 4a 
shows data that was taken near the central part of the Beaufort Sea in the 
western Arctic Ocean during the main 1975-1976 AIDJEX Experiment while 
figure 4b depicts data that was taken during the 1979 FRAM 1 experiment in 
the eastern Arctic Ocean(Hunkins et al, 1979). The sectors of the Arctic Ocean 
occupied by the 1975-1976 AIDJEX and FRAM 1 Experiments are indicated in 
figure 6. 
The major water masses and their subdivisions are listed below : 
1) Surface water(Arctic Water) - Extends to a depth of 200 meters and is 
generally low in salinity with temperatures usually less than -1.0 degree C. 
Below the mixed layer lies a very steep pycnocline which is primarily deter¬ 
mined by salinity. Temperatures at these latitudes are at or close to the freez¬ 
ing point and vary only slightly. As a result, density is controlled mainly by 
salinity. Subdivisions within this Surface Water are: 
a) A mixed layer of relatively low salinity which varies both seasonally 
sind spatially. During the winter months, the mixed layer is well established due 
to wind and ice stress near the surface but more predominantly due to brine 
convection during the freezing of open water to form sea ice. Spatial varia¬ 
tions in the mixed layer salinity appear to increase monotonically from the 
coast of Alaska(27 ppt) to Franz-Joseph Land(approximately 33 ppt) neglecting 



















Figure 4. Typical profiles of temperature(T), salinity(S), and density( (71 ) 
taken a) in the Beaufort Sea during the main A1BJEX Experiment, b) in the 





























































































































































the freezing point. During the summer months, fresh water is added to the 
mixed layer via melting of the upper few feet of the permanent pack ice. Also, 
the winter mixed layer may be broken up into step like features due to 
episodic events of fresh water addition and mixing(figure 7) or may not exist at 
all(figure 9). 
b) The Pacific summer water is marked by a shallow temperature max¬ 
imum confined to a depth range of 50 to 130 m. The maximum temperature 
varies from 0 to -1.5 degrees C depending on the location in the western Arctic. 
The water has its origin from the Bering Sea as it enters through the Bering 
Straits and is further modified in the Chukchi Sea before being advected into 
the Arctic Ocean(Coachman and Aagaard; 1974). This water loses its identifying 
characteristics as it moves out of the Chukchi Sea into the deep Arctic Ocean 
due to lateral and vertical diffusion of heat and is therefore not seen in the 
eastern Arctic Ocean. During AIDJEX a decrease of almost 0.5 degree C was 
observed in the Pacific T-max layer over the course of the experiment(figure 
9). 
c) Winter shelf water that has been advected along isopycnal surfaces 
and in the eastern Arctic occupies a layer from the base of the mixed layer to 
the upper reaches of the Atlantic water (figure 4b). In the western Arctic, this 
layer is directly under the Pacific T-max layer and is a local temperature 
minimum(approximately -1.5 degrees C) centered at approximately 175 
meters (figure 4a). 
2) The Atlantic layer extends from a depth of 200 to 900 meters. This 
water enters the Arctic Ocean via the Greenland-Spitzbergen passage. This 
layer has temperatures greater than 0 degrees C with a maximum tempera¬ 
ture between 300 and 500 meters. In the upper section of this layer, salinity 
rapidly increases up to a depth of 300 meters where the vertical gradient in 
















































































































































































































































































































































of 900 meters irrespective of spatial position. 
3) Bottom water which occupies the remaining water column is at poten¬ 
tial temperatures less than 0 degrees C. The potential temperatures in the 
Canada and Makarov Basins(-0.5 degree C) are slightly warmer than the -0.9 
degrees C. temperatures observed in the Amundsen and Nansen Basins(figure 
10). This is due to the shallow sill depth of the Lomonosov Ridge which prevents 
water deeper than approximately 1550 meters in the Eurasian Basin from 
entering the Amerasian Basin. 
17 
18 
D) General Circulation of the Arctic Ocean 
The dynamic topography of the surface of the Arctic Ocean, using 1200 db 
as the reference level, is shown in figure 11. The major transport of surface 
water in the Arctic Ocean is from the Eurasian shelf to the Greenland- 
Spitzbergen Passage in the Transpolar Drift. Once past the Greenland Spitzber- 
ger Passage, transport out of the Arctic Ocean is along the coast of Greenland 
forming the East Greenland Current. Approximately 80% of the transport within 
the Beaufort Sea is located in the upper 300 meters of the water 
coiumn(Newton, 1973) and can be inferred by the elevated dynamic height sur¬ 
faces relative to those below 500 meters in both the east-west and north-south 
sections(figure 12). More detailed work has been done on the upper layer 
dynamic topography of the Beaufort Sea by Newton (1973) who used a shal¬ 
lower zero reference level of 500 db thereby allowing the use of more historical 
data in the analysis (figure 13). 
A large, rather slow moving clockwise gyre, known as the Beaufort 
Gyre(figure 2), is located in the Canada Basin and is apparently a result of a 
consistent high pressure system over the Beaufort Sea(Campbell,1965). 
The Atlantic Layer circulation(figure 14), within the Arctic Ocean can be 
considered as a large cyclonic gyre. As the Atlantic Water is brought into the 
Arctic Ocean via the West Spitzbergen Current, it sinks to a core depth of 300- 
500 meters and flows parallel to the continental slope of the Barents and Kara 
Seas. This layer becomes broader after crossing over the Lomonosov Ridge still 
paralleling the Eurasian continental shelf. The return flow of the Atlantic layer 
is along the continental slopes of the Canadian Archipelago and Greenland 
where it leaves the Arctic Ocean as the lower part of the East Greenland 
Current. An anticyclonic feature in the flow of the Atlantic layer is observed 
directly north of Alaska and is believed to be a result of the interference of the 
flow pattern by the Chukchi Province (Coachman and Aagaard,1974) although it 
19 
«5^ Dynamic topography, dyn. m. 
C 0/1200 db. 
•—► Measured current vectors 
(from ica island drifts) 




Figure 11. Mean dynamic topography and surface drift vectors for the Arctic 
0cean(Coachman and Aagaard, 1974). 
20 




ref = 1000 db 
Figure 12. Dynamic height anomalies of selected isobaric surfaces along an 
east-west(top) and north-south(bottom) section of the Beaufort 
Gyre(Nevfton, 1973). 
21 
Figure 13. Surface dynamic topography in dynamic meters(30/500 db) (New¬ 
ton, 1973). 
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is still in question. 
Bottom water movement is largely unknown because of the lack of a large 
number of direct current measurements. Potential temperatures are 
extremely uniform in the major basins(figure 10) and do not provide an oppor¬ 
tunity to perform percentage retention characteristics of the core layer as was 
done for the Atlantic layer. Coachman and Aagaard(l974), however, suggest 
that the water column below 400 meters moves as a unit, with relatively slow 







—• Measured current vectors 
0 10 
cm/sec 
Figure 14. Circulation pattern of the Atlantic Water as inferred 
from percentage retention of temperature and time required for 
such movement in years (Coachman and Aagaard,1974). 
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E) Ice Cover 
The polar oceans maintain a thin veneer of annually varying sea ice which 
is a direct response to the net loss of radiation to space at these high latitudes. 
Due to sea ice having a higher a!bedo(70-80%) than that of water(l0-20%), it 
acts as a positive feedback mechanism to keep the polar oceans as heat sinks 
on a global scale. Opinions differ as to whether the ice cover of the polar oce¬ 
ans is stable or is capable of switching from no-ice to ice conditions with some¬ 
what periodic regularity(Kellogg,1973). Recently, investigations of deep cores 
from the Arctic Ocean have led Herman and Hopkins(l980) to suggest that out 
of the past 4.5 million years, perennial sea ice has occupied the Arctic Ocean 
only within the past 700,000 years. Clark(l977), however, indicates that peren¬ 
nial sea ice has been in this region for the past 3-4 million years using data 
obtained from cores taken from ice island T-3. 
The amount of ice cover and its associated thickness over a local region is 
very important for the determination of heat balance across the air-ice-water 
boundaries. Because of the very large temperature differences between the 
air-water boundary which is roughly 30-40 degree C., it may take as little as 2% 
of open water to dominate the heat balance in the colder months (Unter- 
steiner, 1976). Available data, however, does not show this to exist, thereby 
leaving the next most important terms of ice thickness and its associated areal 
extent to determine either a positive or negative heat flux(Maykut,197S). 
The sea ice coverage is highly variable in the Arctic Ocean depending on 
the season. During the winter months the Arctic Ocean, including the marginal 
seas, is completely covered with sea ice that ranges in thickness from 1 to 3 
meters. Sea ice may range in size from small blocks of rubble to uniform floes 
of ice up to a few kilometers in diameter. Adjacent floes are delineated from 
each other by the presense of narrow ribbons of open water(leads), or rela¬ 
tively thin ice(.l-.3 m in thickness), which is a result of rapid freezing of the 
25 
open water or zones of compression (pressure ridges). 
During the summer months, most of the ice cover on the shelf areas melts 
leaving approximately 40% of the Arctic Ocean ice free(Untersteiner et ail, 
1976). In the deep Arctic Ocean, where the ice cover is perennial, the amount 
of open water may be as high as 20%. Due to the increased solar radiation, the 
upper .1 to .8 m of the permanent pack ice is melted forming small to large 
shallow depressions filled with faurly fresh water (melt pools). A map indicating 
the ice conditions of the winter and summer months for the Arctic Ocean as 
well as adjacent areas is shown in figure 15 (Sater, 1969). 
26 
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F) Volume, Heat, and Salt Transport for the Arctic Ocean 
There are three major passages through which the Arctic Ocean has direct 
communication with the adjacent oceans. The largest of these is between 
Greenland and Spitzbergen. Due to its relatively large width of 600 km and sill 
depth of 2600 m, a major exchange of water, heat and, salt between the Arctic 
and the rest of the oceans occurs here(Aagaard and Greisman, 1975). 
Volumetrically, outflow from the Arctic Ocean through the Canadian- 
Archipelago is the second largest, even though the depths are generally shallow 
(200m). The Nares Strait and Lancaster Sound are two of the largest passages 
in this area and are located near Baffin Bay. 
The third most important passage is the Bering Strait located in the 
western Arctic between Alaska and Siberia, the strait itself is narrow (85 km) 
and shallow (50 m). Numerous investigations have compiled data on both the 
heat and volume transports through the Bering Strait; however, the most 
recent work has been done by Coachman et al(l975). Generally, the results 
state that volume transport can vary significantly over short periods in time 
from northward to southward flow. A long term average yields a northward flow 
into the Arctic Ocean with a transport that ranges from 1-2 million cubic 
meters per second. 
A more detailed breakdown of volume, heat and salt transports for the 
Arctic Ocean are given in Table 1. The major impact of the work done by 
Aagaard and Greisman(l975) indicates that the transport of heat and water 
through the Greeniand-Spitzbergen passage is larger than previously 
expected(Mosby, 1962; Vowinckel and Orvig, 1970). Also of importance is that 
sensible heat input by the West Spitzbergen Current and the export of ice via 
the East Greenland Current are the dominant terms in the heat balance in the 
Arctic Ocean. 
G) The AIDJEX Experiments 
The Arctic Ice Dynamics Joint Experiment (AIDJEX) consisted of three pilot 
projects and one major experiment in the Beaufort Sea from 1970 to 1976. The 
first three AIDJEX Experiments were of short duration (approximately 1 month 
from mid March to mid April) pilot studies during the years 1970, 1971, and 
1972. The large scale main experiment was started in March of 1975 and con¬ 
tinued until April of the following year. 
The purpose of the oceanographic program during each of the pilot stu¬ 
dies was to obtain and analyze hydrographic and current meter data taken on 
spatiad scales of the intercamp separations(figure 16). The hydrographic data 
consisted of bottle casts with the exception of the 1972 Pilot study, where a 
Plessey 9040 STD was used at the main camp in conjunction with bottle casts 
(Amos, 1975; Hunkins, 1974). A minimum of two current meters were 
suspended at predetermined depths at each of the manned camps. In 1972, 
however, a hand lowered current meter was used to obtain a vertical profile of 
horizontal currents to a maximum depth of 170 meters at 10 meter 
intervals (Hunkins, 1974). The positions of the three AIDJEX pilot studies are 
shown along with their spatial configuration in figure 16. 
The main AIDJEX program (1975-1978) was designed to obtain data on the 
meso- and macroscale interactions of the wind-ice-water system in order to 
provide major improvements in the modeling of an ice-covered 
ocean(Untersteiner et ad, 1976). The major part of the experiment consisted of 
meteorological and oceanographic programs on four manned drifting ice 
camps in the Beaufort Sea. The manned camps were initially established in an 
array with three satellite camps forming a triangle centered around a. larger 
main camp. Spacing between the satellite camps was nominally 100 km and 
the duration of the experiment was one year, April 1975 to April 1976. A map 
























































































and ending positions of the manned camps superimposed on the dynamic 
topography of the Beaufort Sea. More detailed drift tracks of the individual sta¬ 
tions are shown in figures 18a,b,c, and d. 
The radio call signs of the satellite camps were Snowbird, Blue Fox, and 
Caribou. The main camp was known as Big Bear. During the course of the 
experiment. Big Bear was evacuated due to severe ice breakup during late Sep¬ 
tember of 1975. Caribou then became the main camp for the duration of the 
experiment. 
The meteorolgical program during the main AIDJEX experiment obtained 
estimates of the wind stress from the mean atmospheric pressure field. The 
observations of air temperature, wind speed, direction, and barometric pres¬ 
sure at the manned camps provided the basic information for computing air 
stress (Leavitt, 1975). Remote buoys located in a circular array 200 km away 
from the manned camps provided the mean atmospheric pressure and tem¬ 
perature over a large sector of the Beaufort Sea. Air stress measurements 
were then related to the pressure fields in order to provide input to the AIDJEX 
model(Paulson and Bell, 1975). 
Satellite positioning of the manned camps was used to provide accurate 
movement of the local ice field (position,velocity and acceleration) to deter¬ 
mine its response to the driving forces of wind and water. At each of the 
manned camps, a Navy Navigation Satellite System (NAVSAT) was used to 
determine the position of the camp to within 40 meters. As many as 60 usable 
fixes were obtained during any one 24 hour period, the average being 25-30. 
During the initial processing cf the satellite navigation data(Thorndike and 
Cheung, 1977), energy at the inertial period for the Arctic 0cean(roughly 12 
hours) was damped by approximately 50% due to the choice of a low covariance 
factor ( Q=100) during Kalman filtering. For oceanographic investigations, the 
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there was a significant amount of inertial motion. The position data was later 
refiltered(Thorndike and Manley, 1980) to allow 99% of the inertial period to 
pass through the filter. 
The oceanographic program was designed to observe the temperature, 
salinity and current structure of the upper ocean(above 800 m), thereby pro¬ 
viding estimates of the momentum and stress balance between the ice and 
water(Hunkins, 1974b; Hunkins,1975; McPhee.1975) 
At each of the manned camps, current meters of uniform type throughout 
the array were operated both in the planetary boundary layer and in the steep 
pycnocline below it. Instrumentation consisted of a TSK profiling current 
meter(PCM) and Hydro Products geodetic current meters. The Hydro Products 
meters were rigidly mounted to the ice at depths of 2 and 30 meters below ice 
base and were referred to as fixed mast current meters. Although not dis¬ 
cussed here^ the fixed mast data were reduced and were reported by the AID- 
JEX sta£f(l976) and later by McPhee( 1978). 
PCM casts were taken twice daily at all of the camps at approximately the 
same time. The profiling current meter consisted of a Savonius rotor, direc¬ 
tional vane and pressure sensor. The PCM was raised and lowered at 5 m/min 
by an electric winch. The rate was chosen after experiments on the station to 
determine rotor response at different axial velocities. Current direction was 
referenced to an internal magnetic compass. The direction vane follower and 
compass were both sensed with photocells so that only bearing friction limited 
the compass, an important factor in the weak horizontal magnetic field at 
these latitudes. Speed, direction, and depth vs time were recorded on an ana¬ 
log chart as well as the AIDJEX digital data logging(DDL) system. Magnetic 
declination was measured one or more times each day on the surface in order 
to convert directions referenced to magnetic north to true north. 
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Salinity and temperature observations were also taken at each of the 
manned camps usually once daily to a depth of 750 meters with a Plessey 
model 9040 STD system. At the main camp two STD casts were taken daily as 
well as a weekly deep cast to 3000 meters. Reversing thermometers and salin¬ 
ity samples were taken at several depths in the water column at each of the 
camps in order to provide accurate sensor calibration. Salinity samples taken 
at the satellite camps were flown to the main camp where they were analyzed. 
PCM and STD casts were not usually taken simultaneously at the satellite 
camps. This was due to having only one person responsible for the oceano¬ 
graphic program as well as the individual sensors being located in different 
areas of the camp. At the main camp, however, concurrent PCM and STD casts 
were normal because each instrument had an operator. 
More information on the processing of the PCM data is given in the AIDJEX 
oceanographic report by Manley et al, 1980a. Other technical reports pertain¬ 
ing to the PCM and STD data are in the process of publication(Manley et 
al, 1980b,c,d; Bauer et al,1980a,b,c,d). 
During the year-long experiment a total of 2084 PCM stations and 1391 
vertical STD profiles were taken. Of these, 118 PCM and 1287 STD stations were 
used for the oceanographic data base. Stations were omitted for various rea¬ 
sons such as recording failures or lack of currents. Table 2 shows the break¬ 
down of the PCM and STD stations for each camp as well as the occupation 
dates, which were obtained from A. Heiberg(personnel communication). 
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2. Eddies of the Oceans 
A. Arctic Ocean 
Eddies were only recently documented to exist within the Arctic Ocean 
(Newton, 1973; Newton et al,1974; Hunkins.1974). Prior to this, eddies had been 
observed occasionally but we~e classified as transient high speed under¬ 
currents, or counter currents. The first observation of such an event was made 
by Shirshov in 1937 while on the Russian North Pole-l(NP-l) 
Experiment(Belyakov, 1972). 
Relatively little was known about these events before 1974, although it was 
believed that they were generated locally within the deep ocean in response to 
atmospheric forcing (Shirshov as reported by Belyakov(l972), Browne and 
Crary, 1958) or by intense brine convection. On the basis of anomalous T-S pro¬ 
perties within the eddies as compared to the surrounding mean conditions, 
Hunkins(l974) and Newton et al(l974) have suggested that distant origin is 
more probable. In the context of this study, distant origin implies an eddy ori¬ 
gin in an area of the ocean not within the immediate vicinity of where it was 
observed. 
It was found that spatially, the arctic eddies are confined to a narrow 
depth range extending from the base of the mixed layer(approximately 50 m) 
to roughly 300 m which comprises most of the pycnocline(figure 4). Vertical 
profiles of the horizontal velocity component through an eddy are generally 
parabolic with a maximum velocity centered at 100 to 150 meters. Velocities 
within the eddy are normally 2-12 times the long term mean currents of a few 
hundredths of a m/sec, and may attain speeds as high as .60 m/sec. An exam¬ 
ple of such an event was observed at ice island T-3 for a period of eight days 
during the summer of 1965(Galt, 1967) and is shown in figure 19 by a series of 
profiles through time. Other examples of velocity profiles of some of the higher 
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speed eddies observed at three of the manned camps are shown in figures 20, 
21 and 22. 
Table 3 lists all the known eddies prior to 1975 along with dates, positions, 
references, and other associated information. Positions of the eddies are shown 
in figure 23 as code letters which refer back to Table 3. The eddy observed by 
Shirshov has an unknown position, but lies somewhere along the drift track of 
NP-1 which is shown as a dashed line. 
Before the advent of small light-weight portable PCM and STD sensors 
capable of being transported by helicopter, positions where measurements 
were taken were completely dependent on the movement of the ice floe on 
which the camp was located. A vast majority of drift tracks that involve obser¬ 
vations of an eddy are usually slow and have rather circuitous routes. When 
the drift track of the ice has a higher velocity than the translational movement 
of the eddy, observations tend to "freeze" the eddy in space. Data from such a 
drift track provide a clearer understanding of its two dimensional structure. 
Unfortunately, drift tracks that are linear and rapid are rare and if available 
are usually along a chord rather than the diameter of the eddy. Because of the 
unknown relative position that the observations have within the eddy, their 
structure is usually difficult to interpret. Of the eddies listed in Table 3, only 2 
had passes through or very close to the diameter of the eddy. These eddies 
were from the 1972 AIDJEX pilot experiment and are associated with code 
letters j and k(Table 3). 
Both cyclonic as veil as anticyclonic eddies have been observed within the 
deep Arctic Ocean. Figures 24 and 25 show the best example of an anticyclonic 
eddy in both its horizontal current structure at a depth of 150 m and vertical 
density structure along the drift track of the ice camp Brass Monkey(Newton 
et al, 1974). The anticyclonic rotation of the eddy is apparent from the direc¬ 

























































































































CAMP CARIBOU STATION 96 
□ATE 26/11/75 TIME 643(GMT) 
TRUE DIRECTION 
0 30 ISO 370 360 
Figure 20. Vertical profile of eddy observed at camp Caribou. Speed is the 
solid line and direction is the dashed line. 
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CAMP BLUE PCX STATION 51 
□ATE 2/ 6/75 TIME 54E(GMT) 
TRUE DIRECTION 
0 30 130 270 3SQ 
Figure 21. Vertical profile of eddy observed at camp Blue Fox. 
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CAMP BIG BEAR STATION 154 
□ATE 14/ 6/75 TIME ±344 OAT) 
TRUE DIRECTION 
Q 30 1B0 270 360 
Figure 22. Vertical profile of eddy observed at camp Big Bear. 
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Figure 23. Positions of all available historical high speed undercurrents 
Letters correspond to those indicated in Table 3. Dashed line indicates drift 
track of NP-1. Outlined sector which is north of Alaska represents the opera¬ 
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diameter and frequency of observations, evidence for solid body 
rotation(velocity proportional to radius) extending from the center to a max¬ 
imum radius of 7 km as -well as irrotational flow(velocity inversely proportional 
to radius) extending from 7 to 15 km was also shown to exist within the eddy 
field(Newton et al,1974). 
The horizontal dimensions of the eddies agree roughly with the calculated 
internal Rossby radius of deformation , Ri , for a stratified fluid which is defined 
as 
(2.1) 
where N is the average Brunt-Vaisala or buoyancy frequency over the 
depth D defined as: 
m2 —_S dp 
p dz 
(2.2) 
The Coriolis parameter f is defined as: , 
f = 2cjsin0 (2.3) 
where 0 is the latitude of the observation, and cj is the angular velocity of 
the earth. 
The internal density structure of anticyclonic eddies is typical of the one 
shown in figure 25 where the isopycnals are displaced away from a centrally 
undisturbed isopycnal. In the case of cyclonic rotation .the isopycnals are dis¬ 
placed towards a centrally undisturbed level. An example of a cyclonic eddy 
which was observed by Hunkins (1974) is shown in figure 26. The current vec¬ 
tors at a depth of 125 m along the drift track also indicate cyclonic rotation. 
In both types of eddies, the lower half of the density structure represents 
the area of isostatic compensation for the anomalous upper layer. Without this 
compensation, the rotational velocity of the eddy would remain high 
throughout the depth of the water column until a horizontal boundary of some 
type was encountered. The depth at which compensation begins represents 
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Figure 24. Averaged (2 hr.) absolute currents at 150 m. along the drift track of 
Brass Monkey (AIDJEX 1972). Outermost circle indicates extent of eddy. Inner 
circle represents current maximum. X’s denote hydrographic 
stations(Nevrton, 1973). 
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ICE DRIFT (km) 
Figure 25. Vertical section of eddy seen in figure 20 showing isopycnals and 
isotachs of dynamically computed currents. Arrows indicate hydrographic 





























































































































































































the observed as well as calculated depth of maximum velocity. A vertical velo¬ 
city profile as well as T-S and crt profiles within and outside an eddy observed 
during the 1975-1976 AJDJEX Experiment(Camp Snowbird) is shown in figure 27. 
This eddy had a maximum observed velocity of .58 m/sec at a depth of 119 m. 
The crossover point at which compensation starts to take place is located at a 
depth of approximately 120 meters. Snowbird STD Station 32 indicates the den¬ 
sity field near the center of the eddy, while Snowbird STD station 21 was 
observed outside the eddy and indicates the mean conditions. 
In T-S space, the occurrences of eddies are more easily noted by their 
anomalous thermal properties within the narrow temperature range of the 
upper few hundred meters. In the case of the Snowbird eddy(figure 27), the 
most outstanding feature of STD station 32 is the warm ’core’ centered at 150 
meters. 
Hunkins(l974) on the basis of four eddies, indicated a 1 to 1 ratio between 
anticyclonic and cyclonic rotation. Newton et al(l974) made a more extensive 
survey of past high speed currents on the basis of current meter data. His 
analysis showed 7 anticyclonic and 1 cycionic(88% anticyclonic). Unfortunately, 
the reliance upon current meter data can provide misleading information on 
the rotation of an eddy if the drift track is erratic. 
* 
Using the data listed in Table 3, the rotation of the individual eddies was 
re-evaluated using only hydrographic data. This method is easier and more 
reliable requiring only two stations, one inside the eddy and the other 
representing the mean conditions. If the isopycnals within the eddy are dis¬ 
placed away or constricted towards a central density surface that is not per¬ 
turbed then the eddy is either anticyclonic or cyclonic respectively. Eddies 
that were observed only by current meters or that had inadequate hydro- 
graphic coverage were removed from the analysis. The results from this 








































































Hunkins(l974) and Newton et al(l974) Indicated that there was a possibil¬ 
ity that the eddies observed during the 1972 AIDJEX Pilot Study may not have 
been formed from the local surroundings based on T-S data. Hunkins(l974) 
further suggested that baroclinic instability may play an important part in 
their production off the coast of Alaska. This was later reinforced by the work 
of Hart and Killworth(l976) which indicated that if baroclinic instability was the 
cause for the eddies observed in the Canada Basin, it must occur in shallower 
water and not in the open ocean. The relative merits of local and non-local ori¬ 
gin will be discussed in more detail in a later section. 
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B. Eddies of the Other Oceans 
The observation and understanding of mesoscale eddies has increased 
dramatically in the past several years. Reviews on mesoscale currents by the 
MODE group(l978), Robinson(l975), Koshlyakov and Monin(l978), McWilli- 
ams(l977), McLeish(l976), and McWilliams(l979) provide a great deal of infor¬ 
mation as well as further references on the mesoscale variability of the oceans. 
A global picture of observations of surface as well as deep mesoscale 
eddies within the oceans as of 1976(Swallow) is shown in figure 28. The number 
of observations as well as the understanding of their importance in global cir¬ 
culation has rapidly progressed since the mid 1930’s when Iselin(l936) 
observed an eddy north of the Gulf Stream. 
More recently, eddies of the oceans have been likened to the atmospheric 
weather system possessing the familiar high(anticyclonic) and low(cyclonic) 
pressure systems(Hammond,1974). Using nondimensional comparison between 
the eddies of the ocean and atmosphere which takes into consideration the 
density difference between air and water, some of the more important similari¬ 
ties between the two systems are that - 1) Time and space scales are roughly 
equivalent assuming that the systems are governed by Rossby wave 
theory (McWilliams, 1976). 2) They draw energy from the mean density distribu¬ 
tion, transfer heat across large fronts, and transfer their kinetic energy back 
into the mean(Starr,1951; 1953; Webster,1961). 3) They posses, higher energy 
than their respective mean flows. 4) They are nearly geostrophic and approxi¬ 
mately circular 5) They are widely distributed. 
Dissimilarities between the two systems are also evident and indicate that 
the ocean eddies may play a major role in the general circulation as well as 
transfer of properties. Ocean eddies are dissimilar from their atmospheric 
counterparts in that: 1) They generally possess more energy(Hammond, 1974). 


























































































constituents. 3) They move more slowly, usually passing over a given area in 
one to two months, as compared to one week for the synoptic pressure systems 
of the atmosphere. 4) They have a longer life expectancy, ranging from a few 
months to several(5 to 6) years. 
Typical spatial scales of oceanic eddies vary from 10 to 300 km in diame¬ 
ter and a hundred to thousands of meters in thickness. Mid-latitude eddies are 
the largest with a typical aspect ratio(characteristic diameter divided by 
thickness) of 50:1 (200 km/4 km). Polar eddies such as the ones observed in 
the Arctic also have aui aspect ratio of 50:1, however, sire smaller with an aver¬ 
age diameter of 10 km and thickness of 200 meters. 
As previously mentioned, rotational velocities of the arctic eddies may be 
as high as .60 m/s. Mid-latitude eddies,however, may attain speeds reaching 
1.50 to 2.00 m/sec, although mean speeds of .30 m/sec sire more common. 
Being common features in the oceans, as well being more persistent and more 
energetic than their atmospheric counterparts, ocean eddies are now con¬ 
sidered to play a major role in the dynamics of the general ocean .circulation. 
More detailed investigations of these mesoscale currents have been car¬ 
ried out in the North Atlantic with such large experiments as operation Cabot, 
(Fuglister and Worthington, 1951), Polygon-70(Brekhovskikh, 1971; Fofonoff, 
1976), M0DE-1(M0DE group, 1978), and Polymode (U.S.P.M.O.C.,1971). From 
the results obtained by the varying projects, two generally different types of 
eddies have emerged. The best understood of the two is the Gulf Stream Ring 
type. It originates in intense meandering and subsequent detachment of the 
closed meander associated with a western boundary current, such as the Gulf 
Stream or Kuroshio. The rings are classified as having three different water 
types within the local field of the eddy(Fuglister, 1971). Within the center of the 
ring is water of a type originating on the opposite side of the boundary current 
and is highly atypical of the surrounding conditions. The second water mass is 
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that of the boundary current itself which forms the rim of the eddy. The third 
water mass is the local surrounding water. An example of the formation of a 
Gulf Stream ring and the three differing water masses is shown in figure 29. 
In the case of the Gulf Stream, anticyclonic rings that have broken off to 
the north or west of the Gulf Stream axis possess warmer more saline Sar¬ 
gasso Sea water in their core. Those that break off to the south or east are 
cyclonic and have cold less saline shelf water as their core. 
Using an average of 13 rings per year formed by the Gulf Stream, Richard- 
son(l976) estimated a cross-stream transport of 41 million cubic meters/sec 
which is approximately 30% of the Gulf Stream flow. Not only do Gulf Stream 
rings transport water across the Gulf Stream but also act as agents by which 
large volumes of water are transported to the South thereby augmenting the 
general return flow in the North Atlantic. 
Gulf Stream Rings store approximately 95% of their energy as potential 
energy in the elevated thermal and salinity structures relative to the mean 
surrounding conditions (Parker, 1971). The other 5% is accounted for by the 
kinetic energy(KE) of rotational movement. For a Bering Sea eddy, Kinder and 
Coachman(l977) estimated the relative importances of PE to KE to be 98.5 : 
1.5 respectively. Using the amount of available potential energy stored within 
several Gulf Stream rings, Barrett(l971) was able to calculate an average 
decay rate of .005-.010 joules/m2-sec for the Gulf Stream rings, indicating a 
life span of three to five years although it is more generally accepted to be one 
to two years due to re-entrainment of eddies back into the Gulf 
Stream(Richardson, 1976). 
In the Gulf Stream system, the warm core anticyclonic rings have a 
shorter life span of only 6 months because of their inevitable coalescing with 
the Gulf Stream along with their more restricted area of movement. Cyclonic 
rings also tend to coalesce with the Gulf Stream but usually after a longer 
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Figure 29. Diagram of ring formation from meander development(la) 
to separation from the stream(ld). Solid lines represent the posi¬ 
tion of the 15 degree C isotherm at 200 m. Dashed lines represent 
the approximate limit of the Sargasso side of the Gulf Stream 
(Parker,1971). 
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period of time(l-2 years). 
As previously mentioned, the amount of volume transport that the mesos- 
cale rings provide across the Gulf Stream is relatively significant. Also of great 
importance is the role that they play in the transfer of energy, heat, salt, 
biomass, and other chemical constituents across what would normally be an 
impenetrable boundary current(Wiebe, 1976; Webster, 1961, 1964; Robinson, 
1976). 
The second type and least understood are the eddies observed in the cen¬ 
tral part of the oceans which are not of the ring class. Both cyclonic and anti- 
cyclonic eddies of this type are observed, however, their origin remains largely 
unknown. A typical example of such a feature would be the eddy which was 
observed during the Mid-Ocean Dynamics Experiment(MODE). The generating 
mechanism of baroclinic instability is the most attractive even though atmos¬ 
pheric forcing has been suggested (Philander.,1978; Frankignoul and 
Muller, 1979). The life span of these eddies is also unknown but is definitely 
greater than several months(Wunsch, 1976). 
Looking for the possibility of spatial variations of mesoscale features in 
the oceans, Dantzler(l976) and Wyrtki et al(l976) found that within the main 
gyres, there appear to be some areas that have high thermocline fluctuations 
and current velocities which are indicators of eddies. The areas possessing high 
amplitude fluctuations are near high intensity currents such as western boun¬ 
dary currents (Gulf Stream and Kuroshio) while lower amplitude oscillations 
are found near the centers of gyres and near weaker currents. 
Eddies have also had a major impact on the ocean modeling of the global 
circulation even though in essence only a few of the essentials are known about 
them. Carl Wunsch(l978) summarized the topic well when he wrote: 
The notion of a slow, sluggish general ocean circulation driven directly by the 
climatological average winds and heating is gone forever. Most older models of 
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global circulation have been reduced to mathematical curiosities - interesting 
and useful as they were in their day, no one any longer believes that the oceans 
work like that. 
At the present level of understanding, mesoscale eddies appear to be ubi¬ 
quitous features of the oceans. Their ability to transfer heat, salt, biomass, 
energy and other constituents along with a generally long life span gives them 
a special importance in the dynamics of the oceans. In a broad sense, there 
appear to be two major types of eddies - the rings which are formed from 
meandering of a high speed current such as the Gulf Stream or Kuroshio, and 
the eddies which are not of the ring class. Regardless of their nature or origin, 
relatively little is understood about them when compared to their atmospheric 
counterparts. 
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C. Criteria for the Selection of Eddies 
During the 1975-1976 A1DJEX main experiment, approximately 3.5 years of 
manned-camp data were collected within a one year period. A total of 2084 
profiling current meter stations and 1391 STD-CTD stations were obtained over 
this period of time. Even though the interstation spacing(lQ0 km) was too 
large to map individual eddies in great detail, a number of anomalous events 
similar to that of previously documented eddies were observed. Due to the 
range in intensity of the anomalous events, criteria had to be found that would 
define the lowest acceptable limits for an anomalous feature to be classified as 
an eddy. 
Both the profiling current meter data as well as the STD data were used in 
the search for observed eddies during the 1975-1976 main experiment. Ini¬ 
tially, each data set was used independently of the other for the determination 
of these mesoscale features. Later the two separate findings would be com- 
bined together to provide a check between the different data sets. In this 
study, it is impossible to show all of the final PCM or STD data relating to these 
eddies, although a few of the better examples will be presented. 
The criteria for the selection of eddies are based entirely on the previ¬ 
ously documented eddies observed in the Arctic Ocean by Newton(l973), Hun- 
kms(l974), and Newton et al(l974) and are as follows: 
Profiling Current Meter Criteria 
A) There must be a noticeable subsurface velocity maximum. The 
minimum acceptable speed of the eddy must be greater than .10 m/sec over 
the minimum velocity observed in the profile. This was done to remove the 
atmospherically-induced barotropic component of motion from the velocity 
profile to insure that only the eddy signature was analyzed. The barotropic 
component of motion can be considered a uniform flow field from the surface 
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to the bottom which is set up in response to the change in sea surface height 
due to changing atmospheric pressure or more importantly to winds. 
B) The subsurface velocity maximum must be below the base of the 
mixed layer, thereby removing from consideration high speed events found in 
the mixed layer that are caused by wind and ice stress. 
C) In order to define a continuous series of PCM stations observing the 
same eddy: 
1) The subsurface velocity maximum must be observed at the same 
depth plus or minus 30 meters in all the profiles. 
2) If the characteristic profile of the eddy is no longer seen in the 
PCM records after 25 hours from the time of the last observation, the series 
will be terminated at the time of the last observation. This will allow enough 
time for the ice camp to drift past the center of the eddy where currents are 
small or nonexistent. 
3) If the eddy signature does reappear within 25 hours, the velocity 
maximum must be at the previous depth of plus or minus 30 meters. 
4) In order to define the starting and ending dates for a particular 
eddy, other bounding PCM stations that had velocity maximums less than the 
accepted minimum were included in the eddy series provided that all of the 
above conditions could be met. 
Salinity - Temperature Criteria 
In the Arctic Ocean, salinity dominates the determination of <7t; as a 
result, lines of constant salinity through time where used as the sole method 
for the determination of eddies. Figure 30 shows a typical example of a 
monthly plot of different isohalines plotted against depth and time used in the 
selection of eddies. The time base used during the AIDJEX Experiment and all 
subsequent publications as well as this study is known as the AIDJEX calendar. 
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This is a modified Julian Calendar with a starting date of January 1, 1975. Sub¬ 
sequent days are numbered sequentially to the 14th of May 1976(AIDJEX day 
500). Appendix 1 is a conversion table that references AIDJEX days to the nor¬ 
mal calendar days. The criteria for the determination of eddies based on STD 
data is given below: 
A) The eddy must be compensated for, in salinity(density), at deeper 
levels. 
B) The eddy may either be an expansion or constriction of the isoha¬ 
lines. An eddy must have at least one isohaline that has a vertical displace¬ 
ment of greater than or equal to 10 m with respect to the surrounding mean. 
C) One station is enough to establish the presence of an eddy. 
D) The beginning and ending limits of the eddy are determined subjec¬ 
tively when the data returns to the mean conditions. 
E) In order for a series of STD stations to be considered as observing a 
single eddy; 
1) No station within the series can be shown to have mean condi¬ 
tions which are determined subjectively. 
2) If there is a break in the continuity of the data for any reason 
that is greater than 25 hours, the observation of the eddy is terminated. Any 
subsequent anomalous perturbations of the isohalines will then be classified a 
new eddy. 
Criteria for the determination of the sense of rotation of an eddy 
Sense of rotation of an eddy will be based entirely on the relative vertical 
displacement of the isohalines within the eddy as compared to the mean. The 
determination of rotation by PCM data becomes more and more ambiguous 
with an increasingly complicated drift track. It should be noted, however, that 
of the few cases where there was a clear definition of rotation by current meter 
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data, there was no disagreement with the rotation obtained from STD data. 
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D. Classification of Eddies 
Using the sets of criteria previously explained, the PCM and STD stations 
■were grouped into observations consisting of one or more consecutive stations. 
The number of separately classified eddies for both the PCM and STD data are 
listed in Table 4 for each of the manned camps. 
Table 4 
Total number of PCM and STD eddies observed at each camp 
PCM STD 
CAMP EDDIES EDDIES 
Caribou 16 33 
Blue Fox 42 30 
Snowbird 36 35 
Big Bear 22 22 
Total 116 120 
The observation of eddies by both PCM and STD are roughly comparable at 
all of the camps with the exception of Caribou which had a non-functional PCM 
directional sensor during the beginning of the project. With the break up and 
later evacuation of the main camp(Big Bear), the PCM that was operating at Big 
Bear was transferred to Caribou. 
Separately classified eddies(PCM and STD) were then combined to provide 
a consistent picture of the number of individual eddies observed. Due to the 
sampling rate and the random down times of the sensors, as well as the rela¬ 
tively small horizontal scale of the eddies(lO km) , eight different correlations 
could be defined and are listed below. 
Correlation Classification of Eddies 
CLASS C(Correlated) eddies Those eddys that were defined in both 
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the PCM and STD data at the same time and depth range. 
CLASS P(PCM) eddies - PCM data provided the only indication of the 
eddy. STD was not functioning at the time or the nearest STD cast was too far 
away in either time or distance. Because of the small diameter of these 
eddies, it was felt that if a distance greater than 2 km(~25% radius) existed 
between the PCM and STD stations or a time difference greater than 2 hours, it 
was possible that the two stations may not be observing the same features and 
were therefore not forced to be correlated or uncorrelated. 
CLASS S(STD) eddies - STD data provided the only indication of the 
eddy. PCM was not operating at the time or the nearest PCM cast was too far 
away in either time or distance. Eddies defined by STD may have also been too 
deep for the PCM to have observed. The PCM maximum depth was 200 m. 
CLASS UP(uncorrelated PCM) eddy - PCM defined the eddy. However, 
STD provided no correlation. One or more STD stations were within the time 
and distance limits and showed no characteristics of an eddy signature. 
CLASS US(uncorrelated STD) eddy - STD defined the eddy. One or 
more PCM stations were close enough in time and space to the STD data to 
have observed the same event, however, provided no substantiating evidence. 
CLASS D(Deep) eddies - STD was the only instrument capable of 
observing these eddies. Only the upper portion of the eddy was observed. These 
eddies were anomalous in the isohaline field and required two consecutive STD 
stations to confirm the anomaly. The compensation of the features was not 
observed due to depth limitation of STD to 750 m. This is the only case where 
two consecutive STD stations are required to substantiate the eddy. 
Although initially the criteria were explicit for the selection of eddies from 
both the PCM and STD data sets with respect to velocity and vertical 
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displacement of isohalines, correlation between the two data sets required a 
little more flexibility. These circumstances which occurred rarely were impor¬ 
tant for future statistical work and are described briefly in the following para¬ 
graphs. 
The two different cases where this did occur were when either the STD or 
PCM data indicated an eddy but was not indicated by the other sensor. Upon 
closer examination of the other sensors data, an eddy was there; however, it 
was less than the required criteria described earlier. These stations were then 
incorporated into the data set of eddies and therefore appear not to have con¬ 
formed with the initial criteria. These special cases were given the last two 
classifications of CPB and CSB which are explained below. 
CLASS CPB(Correlated,PCM below criteria) - STD data defined the 
eddy. The PCM data did show a characteristic eddy signature; however, the 
maximum velocity was less than the minimum limits. 
CLASS CSB(Correlated,STD below criteria) - PCM data defined the 
eddy. The STD data did show the characteristic vertical displacement of the 
isopycnals; however, the maximum displacement was below the minimum lim¬ 
its. 
In physical reasoning, this was also acceptable, in that the eddies are 
small features with a diameter of approximately 10 km, and may not be 
mapped perfectly due to the time between successive observations and any 
time differences between stations of the two different sensors. Generally, there 
were two PCM casts for every one STD station except for the main camp where 
they were equal in number. If, in addition, the ice velocity was moderate to 
high(> .10 m/sec), one sensor may have picked up a good signature while 
hours later,the other sensor could have picked up a very weak signal or no sig¬ 
nal at all. 
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E. Results and Statistics 
Table 5 lists the results from the correlation of the two data sets. 
Table 5 
Number of eddies tabulated under the classification system at each 





Snowbird Big Bear Total 
C 11 22 22 13 68 
CSB 3 4 7 4 18 
CPB 0 0 2 0 2 
P 2 16 5 5 28 
S 18 5 3 4 30 
UP 0 0 0 0 0 
US 0 0 0 0 0 
D 1 0 1 1 3 
Total 35 47 40 27 149 
The three deep eddies, which are shown between the heavy solid lines in 
figures 31,32, and 33, although classified, will not be considered in the statisti¬ 
cal analysis of the eddies observed at the various camps. The reason for this 
choice is the unknown structure of these eddies. Even though the isohalines 
are appreciably displaced with respect to the mean surroundings ,(in what is 
considered to be the upper part of the eddy), information relating to the lower 
part of the eddy is lacking because no deep casts were taken during these time 
periods. Although conclusive proof cannot be shown to indicate that these 
deep events are truly eddies, there is no a priori reason for restricting the 
presence of eddies to the upper few hundred meters of the ocean. If they are, 
then compensation of the upper anomalous field may well extend down to 2000 
meters. 
It should also be stated that eddies are defined at all the camps by 
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into account that a particular eddy observed at one camp could not have been 
observed one or more times at the same camp or at different camps. To study 
this problem. T-S signatures were used as a method of "fingerprinting" by 
which an eddy may be classified as being observed more than once. Using this 
method, it became apparent that only eddies with extremely unique T-S signa¬ 
tures could be used for tracing. Twelve eddies were observed more than once. 
Most of the duplicate observations were at the same camp where it was repeat¬ 
edly seen within a short period of time. Other eddies spanned not only large 
periods of times but also were observed at different camps. A total of 31 
different observations comprised the 12 individual eddies. The difference, 19 
stations, would then bring down the total number of individually observed 
eddies to 127. The duplicate observation of eddies will be discussed more fully 
in chapter 5. 
A number indicating the percentage of STD and PCM data that were corre- 
lated out of the 146 separate eddies is difficult to give because a large number 
of the eddies, 59, were observed when the other instrument was not operating 
or had data that were too far apart in distance or time. Of the 88 eddies in 
which both sensors were operating within the maximum allowable time and 
distance limits, none were shown to be uncorrelated. As mentioned before, 
the only event that was defined to be uncorreiated was done so because of the 
8 day duration of the eddy, in which time, some indication should have been 
seen in the STD data. Including the uncorrelated eddy a worst error of 1% 
would be indicated in the ability of the PCM and STD to correlate. 
Eddies were observed throughout the experiment on a somewhat regular 
basis. The only times in which eddies were not observed for an entire month 
were February 1976 for Caribou, and March and April 1976 for Blue Fox. All 
other months indicated a minimum of one eddy observed at each camp, the 
maximum number of eddies observed being 11, which was at Blue Fox during 
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the month of September, 1975. Figure 34 shows the number of eddies per 
month observed at each of the manned camps as well as the average and total 
number of eddies per month observed at Caribou, Blue Fox, and Snowbird. 
Eddies from Big Bear were removed from the cumulative total because it 
operated for only a part of the experiment. 
An increase in the observation of eddies during the summer months is 
most likely a result of the increased movement of the pack ice when open 
water is more prevalent. In contrast to figure 34, figure 35 shows the number of 
eddies per 100 km traveled by each camp during a given month. As a result, 
the summer peak observance dropped dramatically. There is a constant level 
of about 2 eddies/100 km throughout the year. Table 6 lists the eddies 
observed and distance traveled per month at each of the camps. Partial 
months of observations were removed from this analysis. 
Averaged over the duration of each of the camps, the number of observa¬ 
tions of eddies per month ranged from a minimum of 3.0 at Caribou to a max¬ 
imum of 4.4 at Big Bear. The average for all of the camps taken over the 40 
months of observation was 3.6 eddies per month. This can be compared to the 
data of Hunkins( 1974) who observed 4 eddies within a time span of 5 weeks and 
Newton et al(l974) who recorded 3 eddies over a period of 2 months. Table 7 
lists the various camp averages of eddies per month as well as the total aver¬ 
age taken over all 4 camps. 
During the experiment, eddies were observed in 23% of the Profiling 
Current Meter stations and 30% of the STD stations. The average duration of 
each eddy was 1.7 days, the minimum being the observation by one station 
which lasts just a few hours. The maximum amount of time devoted to the con¬ 
tinuous observation of an eddy was 10.0 days at camp Big Bear. 
Of the eddies that were recorded by the PCM(<200 m), the maximum 
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Table 7 
Number of eddies per month at each camp 
Camp 





Blue Fox 11.4 
Snowbird 11.5 





Total 40.2 146 3.6 
maximum observed within an eddy for the entire experiment was .24 m/sec 
with a standard deviation of .10 m/sec. The depth of maximum velocity ranged 
from 31 to 200 meters with the average being 115 m. 
The relative importance of anticyclonic and cyclonic eddies within the Arc¬ 
tic Ocean has been in question. As previously stated, estimates of the ratio of 
anticyclonic to cyclonic eddies varied from l:l(Hunkins,1974) to 7:1 (Newton et 
alt1974) with the author’s reevaluation of previous historical data being 5:2. 
During the 1975-1976 main AIDJEX Experiment, the sense of rotation was found 
to be dominantly anticyclonic(clockwise). Table 8 shows the rotation of the 
individual eddies at each of the camps based strictly on STD data Those 
eddies that were classified as P, D, or UP are listed as having unknown rotation. 
Of the 98 individual eddies that were capable of being classified as to their 
rotation(duplicate observations removed), 97% or 95 of the 98 eddies were anti¬ 
cyclonic. A plot showing the positions of all of the eddies observed during the 
1975-76 Experiment are shown in figure 38. Cyclonic eddies are circled. 
This suggests a similar origin of these eddies. Because of this predom¬ 
inantly anticyclonic rotation, a swift current could be the source of the eddies 
within the Arctic Ocean and in particular the Beaufort Sea, as the Gulf Stream 
and Kuroshio are sources for the north Atlantic and Pacific. In contrast to that 
































































Sense of eddy rotation at each camp. 
ROTATION PERCENTAGE 
Camp Unknown CW CCW Total CW CCW 
Caribou 3 24 1 25 96 4 
Blue Fox 17 28 0 28 100 0 
Snowbird 6 25 2 27 93 7 
Big Bear 6 18 0 3.8 100 0 
Total 32 95 3 98 97 3 
have to flow eastwards in order to produce the anticyclonic eddies that would 
be observed within the Arctic Ocean. 
Prior to the 1975-76 AIDJEX Experiment, eddies of the Arctic Ocean were 
beLieved to be confined to the pycnocline region which lies between the mixed 
layer and 300 meters. The 1975-1976 AIDJEX data set indicates that a large 
majority of the eddies do reside within this depth range; however deeper 
eddies are observed. In several cases only the upper disturbance is shown by 
the STD data which goes to a depth of approximately 700 meters. A plot of the 
number of eddies observed within 50 meter intervals starting at 25 meters is 
shown in figure 37. Eddies are defined to be within a specific depth range pro¬ 
vided that either the depth of maximum velocity within the eddy or the depth 
of the centrally neutral isopycnal(above and below which isopycnals are dis¬ 
placed vertically) is within the upper and lower limits of the given depth range. 
As observed , a large majority of the eddies are centrally located within a 
depth range of 50 meters to 200 meters. In terms of water masses, this depth 
range is co-ocupied by the Pacific Water characterized by T-max and T-min 
layers which are believed to originate from Chukchi shelf waters. If the eddies 
are not formed locally within the Beaufort Sea, but rather advected into the 
Canada Basin from some distant origin as suggested by Hunkins(l974) and 
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Figure 37. Total number of eddies observed as a function of depth. 
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Newton et al(l974), the Chukchi Sea and surrounding areas would be likely for- 
mational areas. 
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F. Origin of the Arctic Eddies 
Historical data pertaining to eddies are rather limited(TabIe 3) and only- 
hint as to possible mechanisms of their creation as well as their point of origin. 
In the light of the number of eddies observed during the main AIDJEX Experi¬ 
ment, hew information will be provided that will help show the relative impor¬ 
tance of the local and distant origin hypotheses. 
Even though the data set does not allow for the observation of distant, in- 
place eddy formation, it does provide a unique data set to observe local forma¬ 
tion, if any is present, over the total 3.5 years of manned-camp observations. 
Special characteristics of the eddies such as T-S properties, rotation, numbers 
and positions also indicate origins as well as possible mechanisms as to the ori¬ 
gin and will be discussed later in greater detail. 
The different suggestions as to the origin of the eddies and their respec¬ 
tive formational mechanisms will be discussed in the next sections in more 
detail. Also to be discussed in these sections is how the data, both historical 
and current , bear out these hypotheses. 
For the analysis of the eddies existing in the 75-76 AIDJEX data set, only 
those that were observed by the STD will be used. PCM data will be used but 
only if it is associated with STD data. 
1) Local Origin; Atmospheric Forcing 
Shirshov(as reported in Belyakov, 1972) was the first to suggest that the 
high speed undercurrents in the Arctic Ocean were observations of "counter 
currents" which were set up as a compensating subsurface return flow result¬ 
ing from a surface Ekrnan divergence. In response to the vertically displaced 
isopycnals, baroclinic flow would follow. 
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Browne and Crary(l958) also confirmed the role of local atmospheric forc¬ 
ing in producing counter currents at depths of approximately 150 meters while 
on Ice Island T-3. Unfortunately, they do not indicate absolute speeds of the 
observed counter currents and it is therefore difficult to say if a magnitude of 
.60 m/sec could by reached by this mechanism. More recently, other 
investigators(Chang and Anthes.1978), Frankignoul and Muller(l979), 
Harrison(l978), Leetmaa(l978), Longuet-Higgins (1975), Magaard(l977) and 
Philander(l978), have also suggested or studied the possibility of atmospheric 
forcing as the cause for the larger mid-ocean eddies, McWilliams (1979) indi¬ 
cates that if atmospheric forcing is indeed a cause of the mid-ocean eddies, it 
is a relatively minor one. 
An immediate major drawback to the production of eddies by atmospheric 
forcing is that of scale. Synoptic weather patterns are on the order of 1000 
kilometers, and wind-forced eddies would be expected to be on the same scale. 
The eddies of the Arctic, on the other hand, are two orders of magnitude 
smaller, making it unlikely that they are wind-forced. 
Two other expected features of atmospheric forcing are also negative. The 
first is that since winds are fairly uniform over the Arctic Ocean, atmospheric 
forcing would imply a uniformity of eddies throughout the Arctic Ocean, and 
second, the T-S properties of the eddies themselves would not differ from the 
surrounding conditions. If the eddy is created locally within the ocean, then 
the resulting internal temperature and salinity field would show no anomaly 
with respect to the surroundings. 
If the distribution of eddies within the Arctic Ocean is indicative of the fre¬ 
quency of observation within the various parts of the Arctic, then the historical 
data indicates the possibility of an asymmetry in the number of eddies 
observed throughout the Arctic Ocean, in that they sire almost entirely 
confined to the Canada Basin. Of the 14 eddies that were observed within the 
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Arctic Ocean(Table 3) from 1937 to 1972, 13 were observed within the Canada 
Basin. The single eddy found outside the Canada Basin was observed by 
Shirshov in 1937 while on the Russian ice station North Pole-l(Belyakov, 1972). 
Because of the difficulty in obtaining pre-war literature, the position of the 
eddy is unknown.however.the drift track of NP-1 is located within the Eurasian 
Basin of the eastern Arctic Ocean (figure 23). This asymmetry of the spatial 
observations of eddies is not an artifact of observations being taken only in the 
Canada Basin. From 1954 to 1970, there have been 19 Russian North Pole Exeri- 
ments, a majority of which have operated in both the Amerasia and Eurasia 
Basins. As reported in the available Russian literature, only 6 have been 
reported(Table 3), and all but one have been in the Canada Basin. Also of more 
recent note is the Fram I experiment which operated entirely within the Eura¬ 
sian Basin(figure 6) for nearly six weeks. According to statistics from the 
1975-76 AIDJEX experiment, roughly 5 eddies should have been encountered; 
however none were observed. Camp Iceman of the LOREX 1979 Experiment 
which operated over the Lomonosov Ridge for approximately six.weeks also saw 
no signs of eddy signatures in the data taken(Pounder, 1980). 
Within the historical data there is very little information regarding the 
temperature and salinity structure of those eddies. Only during the 1972 AID¬ 
JEX pilot project were there enough detailed observations to indicate that 
these eddies were not created from the local surrounding 
conditions(Hunkins,1974; Newton et al,1974). Figure 38 shows the anomalous 
T-S field within the 3 eddies observed by Newton et al,1974) superimposed on 
the local T-S envelope of the 1972 AIDJEX Pilot Study area. The hatched areas 
indicate the envelope of the 60 m(on the left) and the 270 m(on the right) 
observations excluding the three eddies. No observations in T-S space showed 
that the eddy was similar to the surrounding mean, although it was suggested 
that in relation to the T-S envelope of the entire Beaufort Sea, the eddies would 
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not be Indicated as anomalous. This indicates the possibility that the eddies 
may indeed be locally generated, but after their formation would move with the 
mean geostrophic field into areas of the Beaufort Sea where they would appear 
as anomalous structures. 
Using only the eddies within the main AIDJEX data set that were classified 
according to T-S properties, maximum deviations in temperature and salinity 
were tabulated for each eddy with respect to a station outside the eddy 
representing the local surrounding mean conditions. Maximum deviations in 
salinity were calculated using levels of constant depth. Delta values were calcu¬ 
lated using equation 2.3. 
AS = Seddy — SmeaJ1 (2.3) 
where: 
AS is the salinity difference observed at depth D, 
S«ddy is the salinity observed within the eddy at depth D. and 
Sraean is the salinity observed at a selected station outside the eddy which 
best represents the local surrounding mean field. 
Temperature deviations, however, were calculated along lines of constant 
salinity which are very close to lines of constant density. Delta values were cal¬ 
culated using an equation similar to that of 2.3 except that temperatures at a 
defined salinity (density) were used rather than a geometric depth. Tempera¬ 
ture end salinity differences less than or equal to 0.04 degree C and 0.02 ppt 
respectively were considered to be within the average statistical error limits of 
the C/STD data at all of the camps. Statistically, some camps(depending on the 
processing and the sensor involved) had much better error limits. The ^bove 
mentioned limits were chosen to represent the mean errors for two reasons - 
^Interpolation between data points was frequently used to provide estimates 
of AT and AS, wnich in itself produces errors and 2) Time lag between the 
eddy and mean stations may induce some subtle temperature or salinity 






















































































































































































neutral salinity surface (salinity inflection point.figure 27), and the depth of the 
bottom of the eddy. The bottom of the eddy was defined as the depth at which 
differences in salinity were less than 0.02 ppt or where there was a local 
minimum in the AS values at a depth below the salinity inflection point. 
Both temperature and salinity differences were calculated at roughly 5 
meter intervals from the surface to approximately 700 meters. Because many 
of the eddies were observed to have differing thermal properties between the 
upper and lower half(figure 42; discussed in more detail in section 3. Distant 
Origin), maximum differences in temperature and salinity were calculated on a 
two-layer basis where the depth of the salinity inflection was defined to be the 
division mark. The resulting maximum deviations and the depths at which they 
were observed at are shown in Tables 9a,b,c,and d. 
Data from Table 9 indicate 12 eddies that had temperature differences 
less than or equal to 0.04 degree C. Although the presence of these eddies 
does suggest that they are of local origin, another valid possibility is that they 
are eddies which are in the last stages of decay. If all 12 eddies were defined to 
represent local formation, this would account for only 9% of the 127 individual 
eddies during the main experiment(duplicate observations removed). 
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Table 9 
Maximum observed differences of temperature and salinity in the layer above 
and below the salinity inflection point. Differences were calculated using the 
most anomalous STD station within the eddy and a station representing the 
local surrounding conditions. Temperature differences are computed along 
lines of constant density. Salinity differences are computed along lines of con¬ 
stant depth. STN is the station number representing the eddy. AT and D^t are 
the maximum temperature difference and its corresponding depth respec¬ 
tively. AS and D^s are the maximum salinity difference and its corresponding 
depth respectively. Infl is the depth of the salinity inflection point. Dmax is 
maximum observed depth of the eddy. Tables 9a,b,c, and d correspond to 
camps Caribou, Blue Fox, Snowbird, and Big Bear respectively. Blanks imply 
temperature differences that were below the general background noise previ¬ 
ously mentioned. Negative values imply eddy cores that are colder or less 
saline than the surrounding mean. Positive values imply eddy cores that are 



































AT Dat AS D^s Infl 
1.00 55 95 
0.94 55 125 
0.13 265 335 
0.77 55 125 
1.19 60 120 
0.23 195 229 
0.72 55 115 
0.08 180 0.20 145 185 
-0.06 80 0.47 60 90 
0.56 70 130 
0.23 75 0.67 60 85 
0.05 105 0.47 55 115 
0.94 30 95 
0.11 190 0.47 55 195 
0.11 190 0.42 65 195 
-0.18 115 0.62 60 120 
-0.09 80 0.31 55 82 
0.13 55 0.44 30 55 
0.04 140 305 
-0.08 51 1.16 35 67 
0.17 151 0.23 110 185 
0.13 151 0.35 65 177 
0.10 181 0.31 160 200 
-0.05 185 -0.21 220 322 
0.11 190 0.19 160 192 
0.11 150 0.24 120 192 
0.08 155 0.14 130 156 
0.28 65 96 
0.05 185 0.11 180 195 
BELOW INFLECTION 
AT Dat AS Das Dmax 
-0.10 140 210 
-0.07 145 -0.32 190 125 
-0.10 405 -0.04 465 595 
-0.18 170 265 
-0.31 190 255 
-0.10 286 -0.15 285 340+ 
-0.22 205 270 
0.15 225 -0.50 245 405 
-0.06 115 -0.18 130 250 
-0.07 200 -0.43 215 260 
-0.22 115 185 
0.05 130 ' -0.36 205 340 
-0.15 140 -0.25 155 250 
-0.31 275 -0.39 250 410 
-0.25 271 -0.41 260 415 
-0.28 147 -0.35 130 220 
-0.16 100 -0.15 120 160 
0.13 70 -0.34 80 120 
-0.02 410 570 
-0.21 90 175 
0.15 196 -0.33 220 305 
0.13 225 -0.53 225 330 
-0.08 235 -0.31 250 335 
0.03 390 480 
0.17 213 -0.32 220 310 
0.14 220 -0.39 235 345 
-0.11 220 -0.09 205 230 
0.08 200 -0.14 135 290 





























































Camp Blue Fox 
ABOVE INFLECTION BELOW INFLECTION 
AT Bat AS Bas Infl AT Bat AS Bas 
-0.12 215 0.20 180 219 -0.39 270 -0.24 265 
1.25 60 102 -0.19 130 
1.05 60 120 -0.04 160 
-0.10 87 1.06 55 117 -0.07 157 -0.32 190 
0.32 55 97 -0.11 205 
0.05 75 1.14 60 115 -0.06 120 -0.25 160 
-0.05 50 0.09 10 60 -0.13 70 -0.30 65 
0.61 25 56 -0.26 75 -0.30 75 
-0.14 135 0.22 75 140 -0.20 160 -0.32 205 
0.72 25 65 -0.10 75 -0.23 95 
0.99 25 57 -0.27 75 -0.30 70 
0.06 90 0.47 55 97 0.08 128 -0.23 150 
0.52 25 44 -0.28 75 -0.30 80 
-0.08 70 0.37 45 102 -0.11 155 
0.24 40 57 -0.37 75 -0.40 80 
0.33 40 60 -0.31 71 -0.21 70 
0.20 55 107 -0.05 206 -0.12 175 
0.80 35 60 -0.17 70 -0.25 80 
0.10 62 0.45 55 102 -0.19 141 -0.32 160 
0.11 70 0.18 55 90 -0.09 127 -0.25 140 
0.11 176 0.24 70 192 0.14 230 -0.38 250 
0.09 71 0.24 75 89 -0.06 190 -0.17 145 
0.63 35 40 -0.11 46 -0.30 85 
0.06 200 0.13 215 296 -0.03 365 
0.06 71 0.22 75 91 -0.18 110 -0.22 125 
0.04 220 275 -0.05 320 
-0.11 186 0.18 200 235 - -0.05 255 



































ABOVE INFLECTION BELOW INFLECTION 
AT Dat AS Infl AT Dat AS Das Dmax 
-0.07 155 0.64 60 160 -0.16 190 -0.31 230 355 
0.55 60 157 -0.05 185 -0.07 222 305 
0.07 120 1.11 55 122 0.26 170 -0.30 215 360 
0.35 55 127 0.26 195 -0.13 230 305 
-0.10 480 0.12 235 500 -0.16 580 700+ 
0.68 65 127 -0.29 197 290 
0.04 175 197 -0.14 255 312 
-0.05 255 0.12 230 287 0.07 435 -0.04 405 590 
0.05 256 0.29 215 295 0.06 345 -0.06 380 700+ 
0.44 75 134 -0.09 187 -0.43 220 335 
0.91 55 110 -0.06 162 -0.24 185 270 
0.15 45 59 -0.17 70 -0.13 70 85 
0.50 25 54 -0.40 70 -0.36 75 100 
-0.06 100 0.33 45 102 -0.11 145 -0.18 150 215 
0.79 25 34 -0.10 65 -0.39 55 115 
-0.20 50 0.44 50 75 0.06 87 -0.26 115 285 
-0.06 320 440 -0.09 526 0.01 560 615+ 
0.16 70 0.66 55 100 -0.06 220 -0.24 155 245 
0.18 70 0.69 50 94 -0.09 235 -0.43 210 235 
0.16 55 32 -0.10 200 -0.16 110 325 
0.06 121 0.31 65 145 -0.07 225 -0.25 200 260 
0.30 105 0.56 60 107 0.38 115 -0.38 200 300 
0.14 175 190 -0.08 240 -0.20 210 255 
0.05 76 0.51 55 86 -0.11 186 -0.20 120 185 
0.08 70 0.69 45 86 -0.14 115 135 
0.25 105 0.46 55 109 0.30 120 -0.22 180 265 
-u.07 105 0.33 70 110 -0.17 151 -0.17 162 242 
0.05 92 0.32 75 147 -0.06 165 185 
0.70 45 87 -0.06 135 190 
0.36 35 46 -0.05 70 -0.26 65 135 
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Table 9d 
Camp Big Bear 
ABOVE INFLECTION BELOW INFLECTION 
STN T Bat S Das Infl T Bat S Das Djnas 
4 0.07 267 0.12 225 275 0.17 506 -0.06 560 700+ 
105 1.08 55 152 -0.05 255 -0.25 225 372 
255 0.27 143 1.28 60 120 -0.17 245 -0.51 215 375 
281 0.29 126 1.15 60 135 -0.08 220 -0.45 225 365 
349 0.33 230 332 0.08 490 -0.04 415 685 
357 -0.08 290 0.23 205 355 -0.11 690 -0.04 660 700+ 
427 0.05 71 1.12 60 122 -0.05 300 -0.38 190 350 
436 -0.06 176 0.76 70 196 -0.40 245 305 
451 -0.15 70 0.81 35 75 -0.28 80 -0.21 90 100 
457 0.10 73 0.70 70 109 0.06 113 -0.26 140 190 
469 -0.05 81 0.31 55 132 -0.09 230 245 
477 0.79 25 54 -0.13 71 -0.22 75 140 
491 -0.07 70 0.19 70 95 -0.15 160 210 
513 0.06 71 0.38 50 136 -0.35 200 290 
530 -0.15 115 0.55 60 117 -0.17 146 -0.22 165 210 
562 0.12 70 0.24 70 87 -0.08 110 -0.16 130 185 
590 0.05 170 0.28 65 97 -0.10 130 182 
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Casual examination of the eddy and ice velocity data does not show any 
obvious correlation between the two. Spectral analysis of the data was not use¬ 
ful in that the PCM data were not taken at regular intervals in space or time, 
and hence it would have been difficult to extract any meaning. A typical exam¬ 
ple of the comparison between ice velocity and the currents at four different 
levels within the upper 200 meters is shown in figure 39. The eddy was observed 
at Big Bear between AIDJEX days 157 and 169 starting at 50 meters and extend¬ 
ing to depths greater than 200 meters. The velocities observed within the eddy 
field are substantially higher than ice velocities and bear no correlation with 
them. 
In general, the arctic eddies show themselves to be transient features with 
little correlation with the wind even though there is some indication that a few 
of the eddies may have local origin. 
2) Local Origin; Brine Convection 
Another method for local generation of eddies is intense haline convection 
during the winter caused by the rapid growth of sea ice from open water. It is 
believed that the resulting brine convection would perturb the upper part of 
the pycnocline, creating a horizontal flow centered around the disturbance. 
The major fault with this mechanism is that of scale, but in the opposite 
sense to that of atmospheric forcing. Leads within the permanent pack ice 
region of the Arctic Ocean are generally on the order of 100 meters or less in 
width and 10 to 100 times as long. Any feature created on this space scale 
would be two orders of magnitude smaller than the typical diameter of an 
eddy which is 10 km. 
Brine convection within the open Arctic Ocean has also not been shown to 
exist below a depth of 50 to 60 meters which is the maximum limit attained by 













































































































convection were considered to be a valid mechanism, only shallow(< 70 m), 
small diameter features with cold cores would be observed. Although a few of 
the eddies within the main AIDJEX data set do comply with two out of the three 
criteria(shallow, cold), their actual diameter is unknown. 
If the eddies do originate by brine convection, there should be a seasonal 
variation. Freezing of open water would be at its maximum during the begin¬ 
ning of the winter season, and as a consequence the production rate of eddies 
by brine convection should rise dramatically. During the remainder of the 
winter and early spring, production rates would drop significantly. In the sum¬ 
mer, when open water does not freeze, the production rate would go to zero. 
The observation of the number of eddies observed per 100 km traveled during 
any given month(figure 35) does not show this pattern to exist, but rather a 
general constant observation rate of nearly 2 eddies/100 km. 
In summary, intense brine convection has several major discrepancies 
pertaining to the production of eddies. The first is that features produced by 
such a mechanism would be 2 to 3 orders of magnitude smaller than the typi¬ 
cal diameter of an eddy. Second, brine convection has not been shown to 
extend deep enough to account for eddies greater than 50 to 60 meters. Third, 
brine convection can only account for cold anomalous temperatures near the 
freezing point. Warm core eddies can not be produced by such a mechanism. 
Fourth, the beginning of the winter months should be the maximum production 
rate of brine induced eddies; however, the number of observed eddies per 
month does not support this. In effect, the role that this mechanism plays in 
the production of eddies can be considered extremely miner. 
3) Distant Origins 
Distant origin of the arctic eddi.es, suggested by both Hunkins (1974), 
Newton et al(l974) and Dixit(1978), was based on the anomalous T-S 
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characteristics of eddies relative to their surroundings(figures 38). As previ¬ 
ously indicated, 91% of the eddies observed during the main experiment were 
anomalous to their surroundings. This implies without question that the vast 
majority of arctic eddies are created in an area or areas that have tempera¬ 
ture and salinity characteristics which are different from those in the area 
where the eddy was found. 
One of the best examples of an eddy observed during the main AIDJEX 
Experiment was taken at camp Snowbird and has previously been discussed by 
Dixit(l978). Figure 40 shows the current vectors at 130 meters superimposed 
on the drift track of the camp. This eddy also had the highest recorded velocity 
of .58 m/sec. The diameter of the dashed circle is 15 km and does not imply 
the diameter of the eddy but rather a reference by which the diameter may be 
estimated. Anticyclonic rotation is apparent. 
Figure 41 shows the structure of the salinity field along the drift track 
during the same Snowbird eddy shown in figure 40. The characteristic move¬ 
ment of the isohalines away from a centrally neutral surface (32.6 ppt) indi¬ 
cates anticyclonic rotation. Figure 42 shows the thermal structure of the same 
eddy. Notice that the anomalously warm water resides in the lower half of the 
eddy, while there is almost no thermal anomaly in the upper layer. The reason 
for this type of apparent multilayer thermal structure within, the eddies is 
most likely a result of the decay mechanism and will be discussed in a later 
section. 
The T-S plot of the Snowbird eddy with respect to the mean conditions out¬ 
side the eddy is shown in figure 43. The internal core of the eddy is highly 
anomalous with respect to the surrounding mean, 0.26 degrees C warmer than 
the corresponding temperature at the same density level. A group of selected 





































































































































































































































































SNOWBIRD TEMPERATURE DATA 
28/05/75 03/06/75 
Figure 42. Vertical cross section of the isotherms along the drift track of 
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On the basis of barociinic instability, Hunkins(l974) suggested that the 
central Beaufort Sea was not an optimal area for the generation of eddies due 
to the very low vertical shears and extremely long growth rates of approxi¬ 
mately one month. Observations suggest that the flow field is more baroclini- 
cally unstable and had faster e-folding times of a few days near the current 
axis north of Point Barrow, Alaska(Hunkins, 1974). Hart and Killworth(l976) also 
reinforced this hypothesis, but stated explicitly that the origin of eddies would 
be more likely in shallow depths of the continental shelves or near slope areas. 
Hunkins(personal communication) has completed more work on the 
barociinic instability near Point Barrow, as well as in the major frontal zone 
between Spitzbergen and Greenland. Results indicate that over the slope 
region in the Point Barrow vicinity, e- folding times of the fastest growing 
waveiength(eddy diameter 60 km) would be on the order of two weeks. The STD 
profiles used in the calculation of geostrophic shear were located on the con¬ 
tinental slope in water depths ranging from 500 to 1500 m. In the frontal region 
of the eastern Arctic between Greenland and Spitzbergen, where warmer, more 
saline Atlantic Water flows into the Arctic Ocean as the West Spitzbergen 
Current, and cooler, less saline water flows out as the East Greenland Current, 
the fastest growing wavelength was of a smaller scale(eddy diameter of 25 km) 
with roughly the same e-tolding time as north of Point Barrow. 
Using T-S data for the eddies observed in the Beaufort Sea during the 75- 
76 AIDJEX Experiment, a composite set of profiles was made possessing the 
maximum anomalies. Available data from ship cruises within the Chukchi and 
East Siberian Seas as well as the surrounding coastal regions of Alaska during 
the summer and early fall were used to see if there was any correlation with 
the eddies of the Arctic. 
From the shelf-slope data, the range in temperature and salinity is more 
than enough to provide the typical core characteristics within the arctic 
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eddies. During the summer months, temperatures at the surface may be as 
high as 12 degree C, while at the bottom they may be at or close to the freezing 
point. During the winter months when there is ice covering all of the shelf, tem¬ 
peratures throughout the water column airs very close to the freezing point. 
In the particular set of data taken during the October 1-5, 1964 Northwind 
cruise(Cook,1966) along the shelf and slope break north of Alaska, the envelope 
of selected stations corresponded remarkably well to the maximum and 
minimum temperatures of the selected eddies shown in figure 44. Figure 45 
shows the T-S envelope of the data taken near the Alaskan Coastal Current 
North of Point Barrow. This .however, indicates only summer conditions where 
surface waters become very warm. During the transition to winter conditions, 
this envelope would migrate towards colder temperatures finally becoming 
almost synonymous with the freezing line(Tp). 
The warm and cold cores of the eddies seen within the Arctic Ocean can 
be accounted for by the changing thermohaline conditions of the shelf water 
throughout the year. For example, a typical cold core eddy would form during 
the late fall, winter or early spring when the entire water column is close to the 
freezing point. Warm core eddies, however, must be created within the summer 
months when temperatures on the shelf or near the shelf have sufficiently high 
temperatures to appear anomalous to the mean conditions of the Arctic Ocean. 
Temperature may be an excellent indicator of shelf conditions; however, 
salinity controls the density of the water masses and hence determines the 
level at which intruded water will lie. According to data collected within the 
shelf areas of the Chukchi Sea and Alaskan Shelf areas, salinities range from a 
few ppt in the surface during the summer when melting of shelf ice and con¬ 
tinental runoff are prevalent, to 34.99 ppt(Aagaard and Tripp, 1978; SC0R,1979). 
Salinities of 34.99 ppt are extremely high and are also very rare for shelf condi¬ 

















































































In general, the density of shelf water from the Chukchi Sea falls between 
25.00 and 26.70 (7t units. In the Canada Basin the range in density 
corresponds in depth to the Pacific T-max centered at approximately 75 
meters and the Pacific T-min centered at 180 meters (figure 4). These depth 
ranges also correspond to the depth ranges of maximum observation of 
eddies(figure 37). Deep eddies can be accounted for by the extremely high 
winter salinities on the shelf, although these will undoubtedly be fewer in 
number. 
4 
4) Formation by Cutoff of Coastal Current Meanders 
Shelf water conditions represent an attractive source for the varying ther¬ 
mal characteristics of the eddies cores as well as the correct densities at 
which a majority of eddies are observed. Presumably they are generated in 
bar ©clinically or barotropically unstable areas, the most likely area being the 
intense shear zone region associated with the eastward moving Alaskan Coastal 
Current and the westward moving Beaufort Sea circulation(figure 46). Both of 
these areas have reasonably high velocities, although the Alaskan Coastal 
Current is by far the swiftest with speeds up to 1.0 m/sec(Paquette and 
Bourke, 1974). Based on dynamic calculations, speeds near the edge of the gyre 
are usually less than .10 m/sec. 
Although both currents are part of a general horizontal shear in this 
region, eddy rotation depends on the direction of travel that the current takes. 
Since the number of anticyclonic eddies observed within the Beaufort Sea is 
indicative of the consistency of the mechanism creating these eddies, an 
unstable eastward flowing current would be by far the most dominant producer 
of mesoscale eddies. In the case where instability is prominent at the edge of 
the gyre, any wave-like disturbance that would be advected into the central 
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Figure 46. Sketch indicating the two currents in the shear zone region north of 
Alaska. The main gyre current(dashed line) and the Alaskan Coastal 
Current(solid line). Arrows indicate the direction of movement. 
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Beaufort from this westward moving current would have to be cyclonic. In the 
case of a meandering of the Alaskan Coastal Current, any breakoff on the side 
of the Beaufort Sea would be anticyclonic. Therefore, in the area of the 
Beaufort Sea region, the Alaskan Coastal Current appears to be the strongest 
possibility. 
Work done on the Alaskan Coastal Current(Paquette and Bourke,1974; 
HufTord, 1973) has shown it to extend as far east as 152 degrees west longitude 
along the continental shelf and shelf-slope areas. The assumption that the 
Alaskan Coastal Current may be the unstable front from which eddies are 
created is also in agreement with Hart and Killworth( 1976). Although baroclinic 
instability may play an important role in the production of eddies, it should 
also be noted that for narrow currents, such as the Alaskan Coastal 
Current(Paquette and Bourke.1974), barotropic instability may become more 
important than baroclinic instability. 
If it can be assumed that 1) anomalous eddies observed within the 
Beaufort Sea region are indeed spun off the Alaskan Coastal Current, 2) the 
active length of the Alaskan Coastal Current is 400 km, and 3) that 10 eddies 
with an initial radius of 7 km can be formed per week(e-folding time of 2-3 
days), then roughly 500 eddies would be formed per year. In order to provide a 
comparison for this number, there should be some agreement with the 115 
anomalous eddies observed within the Beaufort Sea region during the AIDJEX 
Experiment, 
Assuming that the drift track of each camp represents an area of the 
Beaufort Sea equal to the length of the drift track multiplied by a representa¬ 
tive width equal to 20 km, then the total area covered by all of the camps is 
equal to 160,000 km2. An estimate of the total area encompassed by the 
Beaufort Sea yields 600,000 km2. Assuming that the areal density of eddies 
within this region is constant, then at any given time there should be about 450 
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individual eddies -within the Beaufort Sea which is in rough agreement with the 
estimate of the number of eddies spun off of the Alaskan Coastal Current. 
One other possible source of arctic eddies should be briefly mentioned 
although there is only a small amount of information to suggest it. Investiga¬ 
tions have already shown that the Barrow Canyon acts as a conduit by which 
shelf water as well as Atlantic Water of the Beaufort Sea may move down or up 
respectively(Mountain et al,1976; Garrison and Becker 1976), most likely in 
response to atmospheric forcing. Current meter data in the Barrow Canyon 
have measured speeds as high as .50 m/sec from the shelf to the Arctic Ocean 
which may indicate that a significant volume of water may be injected into the 
ocean in a short period of time. If the implacement of shelf water is rapid 
enough, baroclinic flow would be set up by the injected water mass. Assuming 
a cross-sectional area of the Barrow Canyon of 2.4xl08 m2 and a constant velo¬ 
city of water down the canyon of .50 m/sec, it would take 7 hours of flow to 
equal the volume of a single eddy. This is not an unreasonable injection time; 
however, this is only a postulate and more detailed work as well as modeling 
must be done on this question. 
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3. Kinetic Energy 
A) Kinetic Energy of the Eddies and Mean Flow 
As previously mentioned, the number of eddies within the Beaufort Sea 
observed during the main AIDJEX Experiment, show them to be a widespread 
phenomena. Since their rotational velocities are an order of magnitude greater 
than the mean flow , it would be expected that they would dominate the kinetic 
energy balance of the upper two to three hundred meters. 
To calculate the relative importance of the mean and time dependent 
(fluctuating) components, instantaneous measurements of the velocity (u and 
v) cam be decomposed as follows: 
u = Ti + u' 
v=v+v' (3.1) 
where u and v acre the observed east and north components of velocity respec¬ 
tively. Superscript bars( TT ) imply time averages, primes( u' ) imply the 
instantaneous deviations away from the time means. 
By definition, kinetic energy is equal to 0.5m v2 , thus kinetic energy per 
unit volume for the mean and time dependent terms can be written in the fol¬ 
lowing way: 
KEtctal — 0.5p u2 + v2 
(3.2) 
where p is the density of the fluid. 
By taking the time average of (3.2) we have 
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KEtoui = 0.5p [u 2uu’ + 2vv' + u’u' + TV (3.3) 
The terms uu' and w1 are defined to be zero as demonstrated in the following 
short proof: 
By definition 
u’i = Ui - U 
1 N 
Ni=l 
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If the arbitrary time average defined for u’t is for the exact time period as that 
defined for TT, then n = N and j = i. Therefore 
“■i = - 
iN i=l iN i=l 
N N 
2U 1 = 0 
Terms such as uu' = uv' = wv' = . . . = 0 
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It is more intuitively obvious that the time average of a mean is the 
mean. As seen in the above proof, it can therefore be removed from the 
second order time averaging. It then follows that: 
uvT = THT = 0 
By removing the terms uu' and w* , equation 3.3 can be rewritten in the follow¬ 
ing way. 
KE+ntol— 0.5/3 + 0.5p u'u' + vV (3.4) 
K.E. mean K.E. tdm 
where: 
K-E.jnaan is the kinetic energy resulting from the mean flow field 
K.E.tdm i-s the kinetic energy resulting from the time dependent motion. 
The density , p , can be considered to be unity in the cgs system. In the 
processing of the original PCM data recorded on analog charts, only those sta¬ 
tions that had relative speeds greater than the threshold velocity of the sensor 
( .05 m/s) were manually digitized for further computer reduction. Stations 
that were not digitized indicated that the water column, to a depth of 200 
meters, was moving uniformly, plus or minus .05 m/sec, with the ice. In terms 
of absolute velocity, the water column was moving with the velocity of the ice, 
within the resolution of the PCM. This type of uniform velocity field extending 
to great depths is known as a barotropic current and is a result of the tilting of 
the sea surface. 
During the computation of kinetic energy, all current meter profiles were 
used. If the station was not digitized, the ice velocity at the time of the 
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observation was taken as the absolute velocity of the current in the upper 200 
m. 
Kinetic energy of the mean and time dependent motion were calculated at 
one-meter intervals to a maximum depth of 200 meters. Monthly and yearly 
kinetic energies were calculated for each camp. In the special case of Big 
Bear, a six month average was made. An ensemble average covering 3.5 years 
of station data was also calculated to provide the general conditions of the 
Beaufort Sea. 
Two examples of monthly kinetic energy plots which indicate the minimum 
and maximum values calculated during the AIDJEX 75-78 Experiment, are 
shown in figures 47 and 48 respectively. Monthly mean kinetic energy is shown 
by the solid line on the left. The kinetic energy due to the fluctuating or time 
dependent motion is indicated by the dashed line. The total amount of kinetic 
energy (sum of mean and fluctuating) is the solid line to the right. Factors 
such as the depth of the eddies, the number of observations made within the 
eddy, the type of pass made through the eddy and its age, all play an impor¬ 
tant part in the amount of energy observed during any given month. It is 
believed, however, that the rotational velocity of the eddy and the frequency of 
observations are the most important of the several factors when attaching 
significance to the monthly data. The number of PCM stations per month 
remained fairly constant. However during the summer months, the camps 
traveled farther , thereby increasing the number of eddies observed during the 
month as shown in figure 34. The relative amount of kinetic energy of the sum¬ 
mer data , is in some cases less than the winter data. This is most likely a prob¬ 
lem dealing with the probability in encountering random events. 
Although the two monthly plots, figures 47 and 48, show an order of magni¬ 
tude difference in the maximum amount of kinetic energy observed, longer 
time averages of the data show less relative differences. Averages of kinetic 
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RIDJEX QRTR *-*-*-*- CRMP SNOWBIRD 
RIL STN KE T0TRL 
FEB UL976 13971 TO FEB 29.L97SC425) 
Figure 47. Minimum monthly kinetic energy field observed during the main 
AIDJEX experiment. Solid line at left is mean kinetic energy dashed line is 
kinetic energy due to fluctuations away from the mean, and solid line to right 
is the total kinetic energy. 
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RIQJEX DRTR *-*-*-*- CRMP BIG BERR 
RLL SIN KE TQTRL 
JUN L. 1975 CL52) IQ JUN 3Q. 1975 CL81) 
Figure 48. Maximum monthly kinetic energy field observed during the main 
AJDJEX experiment. 
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energy taken over the duration of the individual camps are shown in figures 
49,50,51. and 52 for comparison. These diagrams correspond in format to that 
of figure 47 where the left solid Line is the mean kinetic energy, the dashed line 
is the fluctuating kinetic energy and the total kinetic energy is the right solid 
line. Figure 53 shows the total intercamp kinetic energy over the 3.5 year aver¬ 
age. For this ensemble mean there is a peak in eddy energy at 120 meters. 
This implies that even though eddies are observed from the base of the mixed 
layer to depths greater than 700 meters, the dominance of the eddy kinetic 
energy clearly resides in the depth level from 50 to 190 meters. Mean kinetic 
energies of the main experiment are insignificant, so that the line defining the 
mean and the base line coincide in some cases. 
At the main camp during the 1972 pilot experiment, hourly mean data 
from 10 mast mounted current meters spaced every 10 meters in depth to a 
maximum of 100 meters were used to calculate kinetic energy(Kunkins, 1974). 
The length of the data set was from 29 March, 1972 to 25 April, 1972. The 
results obtained from this data set are shown in figure 54. Even though the 
period over which the data was analyzed was short and the depth of observa¬ 
tion did not extend down to the depth of maximum velocity of the eddies, 
several important findings were made. The first is that the kinetic energy field 
in the upper 100 meters in the section of the Beaufort Sea occupied by the 
pilot experiment was dominated by the time dependent motion. Kinetic energy 
due to the mean flow was generally an order of magnitude less than the kinetic 
energy supplied by the fluctuations. 
The second finding was that the kinetic energy of the time dependent 
motion is divided into two separate and distinct depth levels. The first is a low 
energy peak extending from the surface to approximately 10 meters and is the 
result of energy put into the mixed layer by wind and ice stress. The second, 
more dominant peak extends from the base of the mixed layer (approximately 
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RIDJEX DRTR *-*-*-*- CRMP CRRIBQU 
RLL SIN KE TQTRL 
M9R L.L975 C SQ] TO RPR 3Q. L97S I486! 
Figure 49. Caribou kinetic energy profile, 14-month mean. 
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RIDJEX DRTR *-*-*-*- CRHP BLUE FOX 
fill SIN KE TOTAL 
MAR l. L975 C 60) TO OPR 30. 1976 I486) 
Figure 50. Blue Fox kinetic energy profile, 14-month mean. 
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RIQJEX DRTR *-*-*-*- CRMP SNOWBIRD 
RLL SIN KE TQTRL 
MRR U 1975 C SO) 13 RPR 30. 1976 1486) 
Figure 51. Snowbird kinetic energy profile, 14-month mean. 
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RIDJEX DRTR *-*-*-*- CRMP BIG BERR 
RLL SIN KE TQTRL 
MfiR UL975 CSQ1 TO OCT U 1975 1274) 
Figure 52. Big Bear kinetic energy profile, 7-month mean. 
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RIDJEX DRTR *-*-*-*-> CRMP * RLL * 
RLL SIN KE T0TRL 
RPR UL975 1 9L) IQ RPR 30„1978 1486) 
Figure 53. Ensemble mean kinetic energy (49 months). 
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KINETIC ENERGY , joules/m3 
0 2 4 6 8 
Figure 54, AJDJEX 1972 main camp average of mean, fluctuating, and total 
kinetic energy(Hunkins, 1974). 
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50 meters) to the maximum depth limitation of the data set. Although this 
broad high energy area never reached a peak, on the basis of deeper current 
profiles, it was inferred that the eddies which existed within the depth span of 
50 to 300 meters are the major source of kinetic energy in the upper part of 
the water column. 
As compared with the 1972 data(figure 54), the 1975-76 data indicates that 
over 95% of the kinetic energy observed is confined to the fluctuating terms. On 
the basis of the data contained in figures 49 to 54, a percentage breakdown of 
the components of maximum observed kinetic energy at the various camps in 
the mixed layer (<50m) and below (eddy), was tabulated and is listed in Table 
10. 
A comparison of all figures shows that 1) mean kinetic energy is the smal¬ 
lest component providing less than 6 percent of the total kinetic energy, 2) 
time dependent motion supplies the major amount of kinetic energy and 3) the 
time dependent motion can be broken up into two vertically separate com¬ 
ponents which are the wind-ice stress components near the surface and the 
Table 10 
Percentage breakdown of the total observed kinetic energy 
for the 1972 main camp and all of the 1975-76 manned camps. 
** MIXED LAYER ** ***** EDDY ***** 
Camp Depth Mean Fluct. Depth Mean Fluct. 
m. % % m. % % 
Main 1972 
AIDJEX 75-76 
10 10 90 100 22 78 
Caribou 12 2 98 128 1 99 
Blue Fox 13 3 97 100 5 95 
Snowbird 5 1 99 98 1 99 
Big Bear 5 4 96 130 1 99 
Average 9 4 96 111 6 94 
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eddy component at deeper levels. 
Several new results can be seen from the 1975-1976 data. The first is that 
the shallow energy peak extends to a deeper level than it did in the 1972 data 
and corresponds well with the concept that frictional effects of wind or ice- 
induced energy are confined to a layer approximately 20 meters thick (Hun- 
kins, 1966). 
A second new result is that the eddies give up some of their kinetic energy 
to the base of the mixed layer. During nine out of the 12 months, the base of 
the mixed layer is approximately 50 meters. Over 90% of the eddies observed 
by the PCM during this period had their starting depth at the base of the mixed 
layer. A typical example of this is seen in figure 24 which shows the initial 
increase in velocity at 60 m. On the basis of an STD cast on the same day, the 
base of the mixed layer was at the same depth. 
The mixed layer tends to appear as a buffer between the stress applied by 
the wind-driven ice at the surface, and the stress supplied by the eddy at its 
base. It has been observed(Hunkins, 1966) and confirmed by the main AIDJEX 
data set that the effective Ekman layer depth in the Arctic during the summer 
at least is approximately 20 meters in depth. Therefore energy obtained in the 
mixed layer below this depth must have been put in by eddies. The 1972 AIDJEX 
data(figure 54), showed hints of this effect but was at too coarse a depth inter¬ 
val and possibly over too short a time period. The 1975-1976 AIDJEX data shows 
a minimum in kinetic energy at 30 m with a gradual increase with depth(figure 
53). 
The general mechanics would be similar to that of ice stressing the water 
except for two major differences, 1) the ice would have a larger surface rough¬ 
ness by way of ridge keels in order to help transmit stress, and 2) the ice is 
usually in constant motion and at all times puts in energy into the upper layer. 
The eddies, however, are transient features that can affect only a part of the 
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horizontal surface at the base of the mixed layer and for only short periods of 
time. Eddy stress at the base of the mixed layer may not be as large as that of 
the -wind and ice stress; however, data suggest that eddies do provide some 
input of kinetic energy into the base of the mixed layer. 
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B) Monthly Kinetic Energy Variations and Eddy Decay 
Variations in kinetic energy from month to month do occur(figures 47 and 
48). These observed variations throughout time may be the result of a decay of 
the eddy field or a nonuniform distribution of eddies throughout space, or 
both. On the basis of the number of eddies observed per 100 kilometers per 
month(figure 35), the possibility of having a nonuniform field of eddies is not 
evident throughout the AIDJEX 1975-78 sector. The first possibility, that of eddy 
decay, intuitively as 'well as physically appears to be more plausible. It has 
been shown that in the Atlantic, there is on the average, a fairly constant 
number of Gulf Stream Rings within a given sector of the Sargasso Sea. Decay 
of these rings begins immediately after separation with the Gulf 
Stream(Barrett,197l). If eddies are advected into the Beaufort Sea north of 
Point Barrow, then a decrease in the amount of kinetic energy along the mean 
circulation path of the gyre should be observed. 
To observe this, estimates have to be made as to the kinetic energy result¬ 
ing solely from the eddies. Dividing the time dependent motion term of kinetic 
energy into two parts, we have 
KE+htti — KEbc + KEbt + KEX 
where: 
KEtdm kas been previously defined in equation 3.4 
KEhc is the kinetic energy of the mesoscale baroclinic eddies 
KEbt is the kinetic energy resulting from all other time dependent motion 
other than mesoscale eddies. This would consist of tides, internal waves, 
inertial and barotropic motions. 
KEx is the kinetic energy resulting from the cross terms of the baroclinic 
eddy motion, and other time dependent motion as well as the mean field. 
If the observations and resulting calculations of kinetic energy are res¬ 
tricted to depth ranges outside the observed eddy field, then by definition 
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KEbc — KEX — 0 
Then, for kinetic energy calculations outside the direct influence of eddies 
KEtdm = KEbt 
Although the term KEbt is an accumulation of energy from a variety of 
motions, the barotropic component of motion is the largest. This type of 
motion occupies more than 50% of the profiling current meter data •with peak 
velocities greater than .30 m/sec. Other motion generated by internal waves, 
tides and inertial motion in the Arctic Ocean are small when compared to the 
barotropic motion. 
For the purpose of this study, the energy associated with the barotropic 
motion throughout the upper 200 m will be defined as the minimum kinetic 
energy due to the time dependent motion found outside the depth range of 
eddies, integrated over the two hundred meters. The depth range in which 
eddies are found depends on the time interval over which the averaging is done 
as well as the number and strength of the eddies observed during that time 
period. The remaining kinetic energy in the water column will then approxi¬ 
mate the energy of the mesoscale eddies. 
Table 11 lists the various vertically integrated kinetic energy components 
of the time dependent motion. Figures 55a and 55b show the barotropic(solid 
line) and baroclinic (dashed line) energy as given in Table 11. The monthly 
average of baroclinic and barotropic energy for all of the camps is shown in 
figure 55c. The integrated monthly baroclinic kinetic energy is also plotted at 
its geographic position within the Beaufort Sea(figure 56). 
The baroclinic component of the eddy kinetic energy is seen to decay 
along the direction of mean flow as distance from the source region increases. 
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Figure 56. Integrated baroclinic kinetic energy from. 50 to 190 m. plotted on 
the mean dynamic topography of the Beaufort Sea. 
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through time is only slightly negative(figure 55c), it does show a trend of decay 
through time. Spatially, this general decay scheme can also be seen even 
though there are a few points that appear higher as well as lower than what is 
observed within a particular region(figure 56). 
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Table 11 
Integrated monthly averages of the different components of 
kinetic energy (joules/ m2 ). 
Month Camp Mean Fluctuating Barotropic Baroclir 
Apr-1975 Big Bear 0.8 55.1 19.6 35.5 
May-1975 Blue Fox 1.0 25.6 16.2 9.4 
Snowbird 2.9 129.6 23.3 106.3 
Big Bear 1.3 41.4 21.3 20.1 
Jun-1975 Blue Fox 0.7 73.3 14.8 58.5 
Snowbird 4.9 48.9 10.5 38.4 
Big Bear 7.8 177.2 17.0 160.2 
Jul-1975 Blue Fox 20.0 57.0 37.2 19.8 
Snowbird 7.3 51.7 26.4 25.3 
Big Bear 10.1 63.6 52.8 10.8 
Aug-1975 Blue Fox 24.0 130.8 70.7 60.1 
Snowbird 16.3 55.0 33.7 21.3 
Big Bear 3.1 86.3 52.3 34.0 
Sep-1975 Blue Fox 20.9 107.4 64.8 42.6 
Snowbird 2.0 59.1 37.9 21.3 
Big Bear 2.0 51.8 42.1 9.7 
Oct-1975 Blue Fox 14.9 101.8 35.2 66.6 
Snowbird 1.7 69.0 31.4 37.6 
Nov-1975 Caribou 1.4 47.9 15.3 32.6 
Blue Fox 1.0 20.1 12.8 7.2 
Snowbird 0.9 33.3 16.3 17.0 
Dec-1975 Caribou 6.8 50.2 22.9 27.3 
Blue Fox 1.2 29.1 19.2 9.9 
Snowbird 1.5 43.1 11.8 31.3 
Jan-1976 Caribou 7.8 59.1 51.5 7.6 
Blue Fox 3.4 58.2 28.7 29.5 
Snowbird 3.2 58.7 10.0 48.7 
Feb-1976 Caribou 0.2 12.7 11.3 1.4 
Blue Fox 1.6 18.3 11.5 6.8 
Snowbird 0.4 13.6 4.0 9.6 
Mar-197 6 Caribou 7.1 28.3 15.3 12.4 
Blue Fox 0.8 10.6 8.2 2.4 
Snowbird 3.3 14.4 6.2 8.2 
Apr-1976 Caribou 0.2 18.6 16.9 1.6 
Blue Fox 0.7 25.0 20.3 4.6 
Snowbird 3.9 18.3 9.5 8.8 
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C) Transfer of Kinetic Energy by Eddies 
In the generally accepted sense of frictional flow, energy dissipation fol¬ 
lows a normal "cascading" in which the mean flow loses energy to intermediate 
scale features which in turn lose energy to smaller scale features finally to be 
dissipated into heat by molecular and viscous forces(Rossby,1936; Stom- 
mel,1958; von Arx,1954). Recently there is an increasing amount of evidence 
supporting the transfer of energy from the large scale eddies to the mean flow 
of which the first conclusive work was done by Starr(l953) for the earth’s 
atmosphere. Starr concluded that the transfer of atmospheric eddy kinetic 
energy was large enough to replenish the mean kinetic energy of the atmo¬ 
sphere in approximately two weeks. The term negative viscosity was used by 
Starr(l968) to classify this mechanism as being the reverse of the normal dis¬ 
sipative regime. A recent planetary example of this was seen in Voyager’s 
satellite imagery of Jupiter’s turbulent atmosphere(Beebe et alt1980) where 
large scale eddies were supplying kinetic energy to the mean flow. 
In the field of oceanography, meanders in the Florida Strait and Onslow 
Bay were analyzed by Webster(l961) using current meter data obtained from 
geomagnetic electro-kinetograph(GEK) measurements. The horizontal eddy 
kinetic energy resulting from the meanders was shown to supply kinetic energy 
to the mean northward flow of the Gulf Stream in both locations. Because of 
the rather uniform direction of the Gulf Stream at these sites, the general 
kinetic energy equation was able to be simplified to only one term which indi¬ 
cated the flux of kinetic energy between the mean and eddy motion. This term 
was calculated to be positive in a majority of the sections across the Gulf 
Stream. Near the continental edge of the Florida Current, however, Lee(l975) 
calculated that energy flux provided by the eddies spun off in this region was in 
the normal dissipative sense. 
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Using the same concept, Hunkins(l974) calculated the relative direction 
of kinetic energy transfer between the mean flow and the eddies, observed dur¬ 
ing the 1972 AIDJEX pilot study. The data consisted of 10 one-month time 
series, each taken from one of 10 mast mounted current meters that had a 
vertical spacing of 10 meters. The time series were made up of hourly means. 
Even though Hunkins states that the results are only tentative due to the short 
duration data set and the problems relating to statistical significance, eight 
out of the ten depth levels were found to be negative. This indicated that the 
flux of kinetic energy was in a normal dissipative sense, that is, from the mean 
flow to the eddy field. To study this problem of energy flux in general terms 
and for the Arctic Ocean in particular, some mention of the governing equa¬ 
tions and assumptions will be given. 
The decomposition of field parameters such as density( p ), pressure(P), 
and velocity(V) into mean and fluctuations away from the mean (commonly 
called time dependent motion) can be written in the following way: 
P = P + P’ 
P = P + P' (3.5) 
^ = uT + vj + wk 
where: u = U + u' 
v = ~ + V* 
w = w + w' 
The parameter on the left of the equals sign is the instantaneous measured 
value. 
The coordinate system used in this analysis is cartesian, the positive x- 
axis directed eastwards, the positive y-axis directed northwards, and the z-axis 
directed positive downwards. The speeds u, v, and w correspond to the positive 
x,y, and z axis respectively. 
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Before deriving the kinetic energy equation, the relative importance of the 
mean and fluctuating terms will help simplify the original set of equations. 
Since the main purpose of the study concerns itself with eddies in particular, 
the mean and fluctuating components of density, pressure and velocity, for one 
of the strongest eddies observed during the main experiment (Snowbird, days 
150 to 155) are given below. 
Parameter Units Mean Fluctuating 
Density g/(cm3) 1.02660 0.002 
Pressure decibars 160.0 3.0 
Velocity cm/sec 5. 55. 
The time dependent terms for density and pressure are at least two ord¬ 
ers of magnitude less than the means and can be considered negligible. The 
only term that may be kept as a decomposition is the velocity, where in this 
case as well as other observed eddies, the fluctuations can be as high as one 
order of magnitude greater than the mean velocity field. 
Another parameter that will be excluded is the vertical component of 
velocity(w). Realistically, this assumption will not alter the results of the 
analysis because of the very slow assumed vertical velocities. 
The original field parameters can then be written in the following form: 
P = P 
P = P (3.6) 
^ = uT + V] 
The two-dimensional horizontal momentum equations are as follows, where 
it is understood that V defines the horizontal gradient only - 
+ ?-Vpu = pfv - || - D, (3.?) 
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3pv 
at + ^-Vpv = -pfu-— 3y (3.8) 
where: 
Dx and Dy are the dissipative forces in the x and y directions respectively. 
With the use of the continuity equation (3.9), equations (3.7) and (3.8) can be 
rewritten in terms of momentum flux. 
+ V-pV - 0 (3.9) 
+ v-pu'? = pfv - -|£- - Dj (3.10) 
■*r+ 7'pv? = _pfu" H " + (3'U) 
With the use of equation in (3.6) and the definition of the time average as fol¬ 
lows - 
x = (3.12) 
where : 
—T 
1) time of observation at xa = —- 
T 
2) time of observation at xb = — 
C 
The time average of equations (3.10) and (3.11) can then be rewritten as: 
a 
at p u+u' ,+~k p ju+u' u+ u’ 









v+v' v+v* = -f^ u+u' -f (3.14) 
By the use of the time averaging axioms stated previously, equations (3.13) and 
(3.14) may be simplified to - 
3/p u 
+ V'pu^ + V-pu’^’ = fpv—- Dx 
at dx 
(3.15) 
+ V-pv^? + V-pv'^' = fpu — 4^- - Dy 
at 3y 1 
(3.16) 
Multiplying equations (3.15) and (3.16) by u and v respectively we have - 
u-a^U + uV-pTT? + uV-pu'^' = u’fp’v - TT~~ - HD* (3.17) 
vABX. + vV-p"^ + vV-pv'V’ = — vfpu — v——— vD. 
at r r dy 5 
(3.18) 
The Coriolis terms may be removed by the addition of equations (3.17) and 
(3.18) yielding - 
u4U• + v-^Z. + uV-pu^ + "vV-pv^ + uV-pu'V’ + vV-pv'^ 
at at 
’ •  (3.19) 
—ap -ap —pr -fr 
= -u—-V—-uDx - vDy 
3x 3y 3 
The following steps will simplify and combine terms to obtain an equation stat¬ 
ing the balance of kinetic energy for the mean and fluctuating flows. 
'6r&£- + + u'v-ptf + + 
u^Vpu + "v^*Vpv + uV-pu’^’ + (3.20) 
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vV-pv'^' = —^-VP - uDx — "vDy 
Using the time averaged continuity equation, which is 
V-pf = V-ptf = 0 
equation (3.20) can be written as 
uV-pu'^’ + vV-pv'V’ = — \f-VP — d 
where: 
d is the dissipative force, uDx - vDy 
The above equation can be further simplified to 
^^{sa + vs]] + V-v[^o[5a+^ 
uV’pu'^’ + vV-pv'^’’ = —^-VP — d (3.21) 
By defining the mean kinetic energy to be as follows 
= i/ct2 K = # U2 + v2 
and by substituting into equation (3.21), we have 
+ ^"-vpK + uV-pu’^' + vV-pW' = -f-vp - d 
at 
As previously explained, p (density) can be used as a time average mean 
with no time dependent fluctuations. It can further be considered to be con¬ 
stant throughout the Beaufort Sea for any one chosen depth level without any 
noticeable effects on the results. In further considerations of density, p will be 
defined as 1000 kg per cubic meter, p may then be removed from the left hand 
side of the equation to leave 
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4- + tf-VK + uV-u'tf’ + W-W'= 
9K 
By definition, -rr = 0 and equation (3.22) may be rewritten as : 
3t 
tf-VK + uV-u'tf’ + vV-W' 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
Each of the terms of the equation are dimensionally equal to kinetic 
energy per unit time and mass, and represent an average kinetic energy of the 
flow field over the time interval used to provide the average. One could 
integrate equation 3.23 with respect to time to provide the total amount of 
kinetic energy expended or gained for a particular time interval. This cam be 
written as 
yTvKdt + fuV-u’tf’dt + fWW’dt = -f — r d •VPdt - / 
.p J P . 
dt (3.24) 
Looking at the terms individually - 
yT-VKdt represents the total amount of kinetic energy due to the mean 




VPdt represents the total amount of available kinetic energy due 
to the mean pressure field within a specified depth range. 
/- -i is the total amount of kinetic energy due to the dissipative 
forces. 
The terms J* uV-u'^' + vV*W' dt can be expanded to form 
/ _3u'u' . — 3uV , _3uV , _3vV Ti—-- + u—i-+ v—-  + v- 3x 3y 3x 3y dt (3.25) 
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A further expansion of the above terms can be done using the definition that 
s A-^- + B-^- . The terms in 3.25 can be rewritten as: 





V uV ' “ uv—— dt + 
dx 




Regrouping the terms we have 
d 
f dx 
f , ,1 d 






77 dt + (3.26a) 
I 
-r-jdU 3u -r-, du 
uu—— + uV—— + uv—— 





The terms in 3.26a represent the advection of mean kinetic energy carried 
by the turbulence while the terms in equation 3.26b represent the increase in 
mean kinetic energy at the expense of the horizontal turbulence(Webster, 
1961). 
Rewriting the complete horizontal equation of kinetic energy with the 
above mentioned divisions we have 
/ _3K —3K u— + v— dx dy dt + 
I 
u 3P + v ap 









V j iTvJ a 
3y 
u U V 
a 
ay 
w7 vV dt + 
—r-r , -r-, dU , -r-, 3v 
+ uV— + uV—— + TV—- 
9x 3y 3y 
dt 0 (3.27) 
The PCM data sets at each camp during the main AIDJEX experiment were 
broken up into monthly segments. In each segment, the following values were 
tabulated at one meter intervals from the surface to 200 meters: 
u , v, K , u'u' , u’v* , 77 
The average position for the camp during the month as it drifted in 
response to the prevailing winds and ocean currents was also calculated. Five 
meter layer averages of the above quantities were then made for all the seg¬ 
ments. Then for any one layer, say the 8 to 12 meter layer (denoted as the 10 
meter averaged layer), gradients were calculated using the distance between 
the average monthly position of the camps in question. 
During the experiment, three camps were used in the analysis for any one 
month. The month of October 1975 was removed from the analysis because 
only two camps were actively taking PCM stations. This was a result of the 
breakup of Big Bear and the subsequent evacuation to Camp Caribou which 
lasted from late September 1975 to the end of October 1975. During this time 
period, very few PCM or STD stations were taken at either camp. 
In order to avoid gradients that did not represent mean changes over long 
distances, the shortest intercamp distances in both the x and y gradients were 
removed from consideration. An example of intercamp distance rejection can 
be seen for the month of November 1975, when Caribou, Blue Fox and Snowbird 
were used as the three operational camps. Their average position for this 













































































Data for the Month of November 1975 
Camps Used in the Analysis were Caribou, Blue Fox, and Snowbird 





**_** X(km) Y (km) 
Caribou 72.936989 -141.794449 CB-BF. 176.5 4.6 
Blue Fox 72.978043 -136.402390 BF-SB 229.7 79.5 
Snowbird 73.690811 -143.436279 CB-SB 53.8 84.1 
CB-SB inter-camp values removed from calculations because of minimum x dist. 
CB-BF inter-camp values removed from calculations because of minimum y dist. 
The intercamp distances between Caribou and Blue Fox as well as Caribou 
and Snowbird were removed because of the short distance in the y and x direc¬ 
tions respectively. The gradients that were finally calculated used the inter¬ 
camp data from Caribou-Blue Fox and Blue Fox-Snowbird in the x direction and 
Blue Fox-Snowbird and Caribou-Snowbird in the y direction. 
Due to the low statistical significance in the determination of a low ampli¬ 
tude mean (few cm/sec) from a short record consisting of high amplitude 
fluctuations, PCM data was not used for the calculation of mean velocities. As a 
result, the mean dynamic topography of the Beaufort Sea(figure 13) was used 
to calculate the components of If and” at the average monthly position of the 
camps. Gradients were then calculated for the camps as previously described. 
Table 13 indicates the mean geostrophic velocities as calculated from the 
dynamic topography of the 30 decibar level relative to the 500 decibar level 
(30/500 db) of the Beaufort Sea. Because of the curvature of the dynamic con¬ 
tours and the sometimes large intercamp distances involved, individual gra¬ 
dients would sometimes vary in sign between the camps for a particular 
month. To circumvent this, only those months when the intercamp gradients 
were identical in sign were included in the analysis. Using this criterion, only 
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four of the eleven months were used In the kinetic energy flux analysis. The 
four months were June, July, August and September of 1975. 
The average eddy kinetic energy flux data as calculated for each camp at 
5 meter intervals(lO to 190 meters for the months of June to September 1975) 
Table 13 
Estimated surface geostrophic velocities using Newton’s(l973) maps of 
dynamic topography at the average monthly positions of the camps. 
Month Camp v* 
May-1975 Blue Fox 1.5 -1.7 
Snowbird 2.2 1.3 
Big Bear 3.2 0.2 
Jun-1975 Blue Fox 2.5 0.0 
Snowbird 1.8 1.5 
Big Bear 2.1 1.4 
Jul-1975 Blue Fox 3.4 -3.3 
Snowbird 2.1 1.4 
Big Bear 2.5 0.6 
Aug-1975 Blue Fox -1.9 -3.0 
Snowbird -4.0 -1.9 
Big Bear -2.1 -3.3 
Sep-1975 Blue Fox -1.0 -2.4 
Snowbird -2.8 -1.7 
Big Bear -1.5 -2.1 
Oct-1975 Blue Fox -1.3 -2.2 
Snowbird -3.0 -1.3 
Nov-1975 Caribou -2.1 -0.7 
Blue Fox -1.1 -2.1 
Snowbird -3.1 -0.9 
Dec-1975 Caribou -2.8 -0.5 
Blue Fox -1.4 -2.2 
Snowbird -3.6 -1.5 
Jan-1976 Caribou -2.8 -0.6 
Blue Fox -1.7 -1.6 
Snowbird -3.7 -1.5 
Feb-1976 Caribou -2.2 -0.5 
Blue Fox -1.2 -1.9 
Snowbird -3.4 -1.2 
Mar-1976 Caribou -2.2 -0.5 
Blue Fox -1.5 -1.7 
Snowbird -3.7 -0.8 
Apr-1976 Caribou -2.3 -0.5 
Blue Fox -1.4 -1.8 
Snowbird -3.7 -0.7 
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are shown in figures 58,59,60, and 61. These plots represent the sum of the 
eddy kinetic energy terms listed in equation 3.26a and 3.26b without the 
integration being done. Positive values indicate the transfer of eddy kinetic 
energy to the mean field, i.e. - counter gradient. Negative values indicate the 
normal dissipative regime in the cascading of energy from large to smaller 
features. 
June of 1975 was the only month which showed the flux of eddy kinetic 
energy to be largely positive. The other three months indicate the transfer of 
eddy kinetic energy in a down-gradient sense. 
During the month of June 1975, the monthly average of the fluctuating 
kinetic energy terms at each of the camps showed a dominant eddy signature. 
Kinetic energy increased below the base of the mixed layer and reached a max¬ 
imum value between 100 and 150 meters, after which it decreased with depth. 
This is also reflected in the eddy kinetic energy flux shown in figure 58 by the 
broad peaks at mid-depth for each of the camps. Big Bear does show a negative 
flux in certain depth regions; however, from 100 to 130 meters where eddy 
kinetic energy was the largest, there is a positive flux. Data pertaining to the 
flux of kinetic energy during the months of July, August, and September are 
shown in figures 59,60, and 61 respectively. 
Although data show fluxes from the eddies to the mean flow, this does not 
9X 
invalidate the assumption that —- = 0. During the one month time period that 
at 
the data was averaged, only the bottom two lines of equation 3.27 were calcu¬ 
lated. Energy provided in the top 3 terms would then provide the energy neces¬ 
sary to balance the system. 
The amount of barotropic component within the fluctuating part of the 
kinetic energy was significantly less in June than the months of July , August, 
and September. In June, the barotropic component at each of the camps 
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ranged from less than 10% to 20% of the fluctuating component. In the other 
months the barotropic component tended to dominate the fluctuating part of 
the kinetic energy as seen in Table 10. A corresponding plot of Table 10 is 
shown in figures 55a and 55b. This agrees well with the positional data during 
the months of July, August, and September, when the camps moved rather 
large distances. During these high drift months, the barotropic component of 
the fluctuating kinetic energy varied from approximately 40% to 60% with very 
little baroclinic eddy kinetic energy observed, as in contrast to the month of 
June 1975. 
In the final analysis, two separate mechanisms can be seen to operate 
within the Beaufort Sea area. The first is the barotropic component which is 
strongly dominant during July, August, and September and the second is that 
of the eddy(baroclinic) field which is strongly dominant over the barotropic 
component during the month of June. The barotropic component appears to 
provide kinetic energy to, as well as remove kinetic energy from, the mean 
field depending on the orientation of the barotropic currents to the mean 
dynamic topography. This even suggests the well known fact that the long 
term atmospheric forcing in this part of the Canadian Basin resulted in the for¬ 
mation of the dynamic topography of the Beaufort Sea. It is not unrealistic to 
expect that the barotropic component which is a result of the atmospheric sys¬ 
tems would also be responsible for maintaining the mean kinetic energy field of 
the Beaufort Sea. 
During June 1975, the baroclinic eddy field dominated strongly over the 
barotropic field and suggested a counter gradient flow of kinetic energy from 
the mesoscale eddies to the mean field. This is not in agreement with Hun- 
kins(l974) who showed a normal dissipative regime. This may be explained in 
the difference of terms used in the respective analyses. Hunkins( 1974) used 
only one of the eight eddy flux terms in the same manner as that of Web- 
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ster(1961), while this procedure used all of the terms in 3.26a and 3.26b. 
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4. Partition of Energy Within the Arctic Eddies 
A) Background 
Relatively little is known about the relationship between the two different 
energy fields existing within the mesoscale eddies of the Arctic Ocean. As previ¬ 
ously discussed, the kinetic energy of the eddies almost completely dominates 
the kinetic energy field of the upper 200 meters of the western Arctic Ocean. 
The mechanism that provides the eddy kinetic energy, in this case, is a 
conversion of potential energy stored in the anomalous density structure of 
the eddy which is a result of the temperature and salinity anomalies. It is 
important to understand the relationship between the available potential 
energy and the kinetic energy field of an eddy for several reasons. The first is 
to understand if mesoscale eddies of the Arctic approximate a theoretical con¬ 
cept pertaining to the partition of energy and second, to suggest an approxi¬ 
mate life span. 
Using Lorenz* (1955) original definition of available potential energy (APE), 
Barrett(l97l) calculated the energy stored within two newly formed Gulf 
Stream rings as well as two other Gulf Stream rings that were in a more 
advanced stage of decay. Estimates of the loss rate of APE was .005-.010 
joules/m2-sec. 
Estimates for the life span of an arctic eddy have been suggested by Hun- 
kins(l974) and more recently(personal communication) to be several months 
to a year. Unfortunately, actual detailed analysis of the data does not provide 
this answer for several reasons - 
1) The same eddy must be crossed at two different time periods 
2) the crossing of the eddy must be along the diameter with a representa¬ 
tive number of stations. Even this is a minimum requirement because as to this 
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date, eddies of the Arctic have had no three dimensional coverage to insure 
radial symmetry. Investigations pertaining to the physical dimensions of 
eddies in the other oceans have shown them to range from circular to ellipti¬ 
cal. 
With the AIDJEX data set, as well as previous historical data, eddies have 
been observed along the somewhat erratic drift track of the ice camp. Only 
recently have reliable small portable sensors been developed to study mesos- 
cale features of the Arctic Ocean using helicopters or small planes as transpor¬ 
tation. A study of this type within the Beaufort Sea would advance the under¬ 
standing of these features in several areas, particularly their movement, decay 
and life span. 
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B) Partition of Energy - A Simplified Theory for Geostrophic Flow 
The anomaly of potential energy per unit mass coming from the vertical 
displacement ,Az, of a given (Tt surface from its normal mean level 
(Ebbesmeyer and Taft, 1979), is defined as 
APE = 0.5N2Az2 (4.1) 
where N is the corresponding Brunt-Vaisala or buoyancy frequency associated 
with a specified <7t layer and is defined in equation 4.2 
N2 _ _g_,d£ 
p o dz 
(4.2) 
where: 
g is the gravitational acceleration, 
Po i-s the mean density, 
dp is the change in density over a finite change in depth( dz ) 
Eddy kinetic energy anomaly per unit mass is defined as 
4Si 
AKE = ^Av2 (4.3) 
where: 
Av is the velocity difference of two points on a horizontal plane a given dis¬ 
tance apart. 
For a geostrophic current in a stratified ocean where the y-axis is aligned 
in the direction of flow( u = 0 ), the following must be true: 
(4.4) 
dP 
dz = Pg 
(4.5) 
where: 
P is pressure 
f is the Coriolis parameter( 
earth (7.29 x lO'^sec”1 ). 
2wsin0 ), cj being the angular velocity of the 
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Cross differentiation of equation(4.1) and(4.2) with respect to z and x 
respectively and subsequent substitution yields 
dv _ g dp _ v dp 
dz pi dx p dz 
(4.6) 
In the high latitudes of the Arctic, both the mean and eddy kinetic energy 
fields can be defined. On the basis of order of magnitude calculations for both 
fields, it can be shown that the first term on the right hand side of equa- 
tion(4.6) is approximately 2 orders of magnitude greater than the second 





fii J d* 
(4.7) 
The above equation is the oceanographic analog to the meteorologist's 
thermal wind equation(Hess,1959). In finite difference form, equation (4.7) cam 
be rewritten as 
Av _ g Ap 
Az pf L 
(4.8) 
where: 
L is the characteristic length of the density disturbance corresponding to 
Ap . 
Combining equation(4.2) with equation(4.8) we have 
Av _ N2Az 
Az fL 
(4.9) 
or in terms of the kinedc energy anomaly(A.K.E.) 
, Av 8 _ N4Az2 
Az] ” f2L2 
(4.10) 








equation(4.10) may be written as 
AKE _ N2Az2 
APE f2L2 
By then defining the Rossby radius of deformation( Rd ) to be 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 




The corresponding graph of such a relation is shown in figure 62. Geos- 
trophic flows that are of the order of the Rossby radius, as are the eddies of the 
Arctic(Hunkins, 1974;Newton et al, 1974), should have an equal partition of 
energy. Those features with longer length scales will have a larger store of APE 
than KE by approximately the ratio of 1 + where AL is defined to be: 
Rd 
AL = L - Rd (4.15) 
The APE/KE ratio for length scales less than Rd is not described by this 
relation which assumes geostrophy. In the case of small features such as grav¬ 






























C) Kinetic and Available Potential Energy Models 
Kinetic energy as well as available potential energy were calculated for a 
simplified model using data from the eddy observed during the 1972 AIDJEX 
pilot study at Camp Brass Monkey(figure 24). This eddy was used because of 
the exceptional pass across its diameter as well as the amount of current 
meter and hydrographic data taken. Available kinetic energy and available 
potential energy were modeled separately and then later compared. 
In order to calculate the partition of energy, several assumptions were 
made. These assumptions are l) the eddy is circular, and 2) 150 meters is the 
depth of current maximum. Based on observational data the eddy can be con¬ 
sidered to be confined between the depth range of 50 to 250 m. 
A cylindrical coordinate system was used, the origin placed at the center 
of the eddy. The r-axis defines radial distance away from the center of the eddy 
in meters, and the z-axis (+ downwards) defines distance in meters away from 
the depth of maximum velocity(l50 m). 
1) Kinetic Energy Model 
Horizontal velocities along the radius of the eddy are divided into a rota¬ 
tional flow where velocity is proportional to r and a flow where velocity is 
inversely proportional to r2 . For the eddy which is being modeled, rotational 
flow is valid within the range of 0 to 7000 meters. Flow where velocity is 
inversely proportional to r2 is defined for distances greater than 7000 m. At 




Ar if 0 £ r ^ 7000 
ARar~2 if r>7000 
(4.16) 
where: 
A = constant 
r = distance away from center (m) 
R = critical radius or the maximum radius at which solid body rotation 
exists 
Based on previous observation of eddies, the vertical profile of horizontal 
velocity is defined as a parabola whose maximum velocity is given by equation 
4.16. 
V = Vo 1 - Bza (4. IV) 
where: 
V is horizontal velocity (m/sec) 
V0 is horizontal velocity at depth of maximum velocity(equation 4.16) 
B is a constant 
Z is the relative vertical depth (m), 0 is defined as the depth of maximum 
velocity. 
Because the eddy is defined to be symmetric about the vertical axis, equa¬ 
tion 4.17 represents the velocity within the eddy at any given point. Kinetic 
energy per unit volume, KE, at any point within the eddy may then be defined 
using equation 4.17. 
KE = 0.5 pV04 1 - Bz‘ (4.18) 
Total kinetic energy, KE-r, can then be calculated by integrating over the 
eddy in the following manner: 
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-JL 
R 2rrr B 3 
KEt = f f f 0.5p[A2r 1 - Bzs dz d.0 dr + 
0 0 -JL 
-B 3 
-i 
• 2jtt B 3 
/ / / a5^ A2R6r-2 1 - Bz2 dz d0 dr 
R o _JL 
-B 3 
(4.19) 
For the eddy observed during the 1972 AIDJEX pilot study(figure 24). the 
values of the various constants are defined as follows: 
A = 5xl0“5 sec-1 
R = 7xl03 m 
B = lxlO-4 m“2 
Calculating equation 4.19 with the above constants yields: 
KE^ = 1*51 x 1012 joules 
t 
2) Available Potential Energy Model 
Using the definition of potential energy anomaly as defined by 
Fofonoff(l962), 
P 
PEA = — f P5dP (4.20) 
where: 
5 is the specific volume anomaly 
The largest value of available potential energy for an individual station was 
2.5xl04 joules/m2 which was calculated approximately 2000 m from the 
defined center of the eddy. If it is assumed that this value represents the APE 
at the center of the eddy, then the following equation would define the available 
potential energy of the eddy as a function of radius from its center. 
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r 
APE = ce 
D (4.22) 
Integrating over the eddy, the total available potential energy (APE?) can 
then be defined as 
2 
- Zirr T 
D (4.23) d0 dr 
Coefficients used for equation 4.23 were 
C = 2.5xl04 joules/m2 
D = 2.2xl03 m 
Evaluating 4.23, we have 
APET = 3.8 x 1011 Joules 
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D) Discussion 
Using the results from the kinetic energy model, the ratio of KE7 to APE? is 
K£t _ 1.5xlQ12 _ 3 97 
APEt 3.3xlOn 
As indicated by the partition of energy, the eddies of the Arctic Ocean are 
in close agreement with the theoretical result of 1.0. Although no error limits 
for the models are given, the least accurate was that of the available potential 
energy. This was a result of the few hydrographic stations taken(which was 
more than that taken in other eddies). Calculated potential energy anomalies 
in various parts of the eddy showed no smooth decay with increasing distance 
away from the center of the eddy. Within the errors of the calculations, it is 
believed that the models represent a good approximation to that of the typical 
arctic eddy. 
As previously mentioned, the actual calculation of loss of APE in one of the 
arctic eddies using the AIDJEX data set cannot be done. This does not preclude 
using estimates of the loss of energy(APE) by the Gulf Stream rings with an 
estimate of the total APE of the eddy just discussed. Barrett(l97l), using 4 
different Gulf Stream rings, two newly formed and two in a later stage of decay, 
calculated a rate of energy transformation (from APE to KE) of .005-.010 
joules/m2-sec. For the Gulf Stream rings, this energy transformation rate 
would imply a lifetime of three to five years before the anomalous field of the 
eddy would be reduced to the background noise level. 
If a decay rate of .005 joules/ m2-sec. were used with the assumption that 
decay is linear through time, the arctic eddy used in the previous model would 
decay within two months. Although the eddy used in this calculation displayed 
peak velocities that were half that of the Snowbird eddy(figures 40-43), the 
residence time of the eddy is not unreasonable within an order of magnitude. 
Using potential energy anomalies from higher velocity eddies, life expectancies 
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may be within the range of six months to a year. Based on a theory of fric¬ 
tional dissipation against the base of the ice and mixed layer, Hunkins (unpub¬ 
lished manuscript), calculated a life expectancy of an arctic eddy to be in the 
range of several months to a year. 
Light on this question is given by the multiple observations of eddies based 
on T-S signatures(Table 14). Eddy number 4 was observed over a period of 5.5 
months. Prior to its observation, it was unknown how much time this particular 
eddy had already spent within the Beaufort Sea. If it can be assumed that its 
origin was located in the region around Point Barrow and that it did travel in 
response to the mean geostrophic field(.05 m/sec), then its age at the first 
sighting would have been close to 8 months. Total time would then be 13.5 
months, with the last observation still not showing the T-S anomaly being 
reduced to the background noise of the mean conditions. 
Even though the eddies of the Beaufort Sea occupy only 25% of the volume 
of the upper 300 m, their total energy content is comparable to that of the 
mean kinetic energy of the entire ocean. 
Previously it was estimated that 450 eddies could be observed within the 
areal extent of the Beaufort Sea(600,000 km2 ) at any given point in time. Using 
the value obtained from the kinetic energy model of 1.5xl012 joules for a typi¬ 
cal eddy, 450 eddies would comprise a total eddy kinetic energy of 6.8xl014 
joules. This number, however, is restricted to the upper 300 m of the water 
column. 
If a constant mean velocity of .05 m/sec is used for the upper 300 m and 
.01 m/sec for the remainder of the water column to a depth of 4000 m. then 
the total amount of mean kinetic energy contained within the Beaufort Sea 
would be 3.4xl014 jouLes of which 2.3xl014 joules were calculated for the upper 
300 m. 
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Within order of magnitude calculations, the amount of energy stored 
■within the eddies is comparable to that of the mean energy stored within the 
Beaufort Sea. With respect to the upper layer mean kinetic energy, eddy 
energy is only slightly larger by a factor of 3 and can not be considered a 
meaningful difference. 
This estimate of the partition of kinetic energy due to the mesoscale 
eddies and that of the mean flow does not agree with the results obtained from 
the profiling current meter data(figure 53) which show mesoscale eddy kinetic 
energy to be an order of magnitude greater than the mean field. There may be 
several reasons for this difference such as the observed data being overly dom¬ 
inated by mesoscale eddy activity, or the number of eddies within the AIDJEX 
sector being underestimated. What may be interpreted, however, is that 50% to 
90% of the total kinetic energy within the Beaufort Sea is a result of mesoscale 
eddies. 
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5. Estimates of the Importance of Heat,Salt and Biomass Fluxes 
by Eddies 
A) Background 
Fluxes of heat, salt, momentum and available potential energy have been 
calculated across various fronts in differing parts of the oceans. 0ort(l964) 
showed that the meanders associated with the Gulf Stream near Onslow Bay 
were transporting heat from the shelf to the deep ocean against the gradient, 
Le. from cold to warm. The estimated amount of heat transport across the Gulf 
Stream front was approximately 5% that of the total northward heat flux for 
the entire North Atlantic. 
Bryden(l978) also calculated the poLeward flux of heat across the polar 
front in the Drake Passage and found that low frequency motion (<1 cpd) could 
account for enough heat transport to equal the loss of heat to the atmosphere 
from the ocean surrounding the Antarctic continent. 
The calculation of fluxes across fronts have several inherent difficulties 
associated with them. The first and foremost is whether these low frequency 
motions carrying the heat and salt, transfer all or only a fraction of the total 
amount available. The second problem is if the area of interpretation is truly 
representative of the mean transfer rates of heat, salt or other constituents. 
In the case of the AIDJEX data set it is impossible to calculate directly the 
amount of heat or salt across the active front producing these eddies because 
no long duration data set is available within this area. Other information relat¬ 
ing to estimates of heat, salt and biomass flux can, on the basis of the AIDJEX 
data set, be presented. First, however, some background must be developed 
upon which to build further conclusions. 
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B) Decay Within the Deep Ocean 
Contrary to the generally accepted life history of Gulf Stream rings, which 
are capable of transferring only a portion of their total anomalous field to their 
surroundings because of eventual entrainment with the Gulf Stream, it is 
believed that a large majority of eddies of the Arctic decay entirely within the 
confines of the deep ocean. 
It is not suggested that all of the eddies produced in this region never 
coalesce with the front, but rather those eddies that are found a great distance 
away from the generating area are advected with the general flow field, and 
therefore would not be reabsorbed back into the generating area. This state¬ 
ment is based on several observations which will be listed in more detail below. 
1) Question of Preferential Movement 
Gulf Stream rings do not move with the clockwise mean circulation of the 
Sargasso Sea but rather move consistently southwestward. This preferential 
movement of cyclonic Gulf Stream rings was discussed by Warren(l967) who 
showed possibilities for this drift as a result of the beta effect(latitudinal 
change in the Coriolis force), asymmetries in the ring, and bottom topography. 
For the arctic eddies, only one parameter - the beta effect - may play an 
important role. Steering by bottom topography has no effect on the shallow 
eddies of the Arctic except when contact of continental shelf is made. The hor¬ 
izontal asymmetry of the eddies is completely unknown; however, on the basis 
of the beta effect argument, this asymmetry may be of little importance. 
The equation used to define the beta effect on the radius of curvature for a 
particle moving within a ring is written as: 
Kt - Ko + = 0 (5.1) 
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and was initially derived by 'Whippie(l917) to define the movement of water par¬ 
cels undergoing horizontal oscillations centered about the equator; 
where: 
v is an undefined velocity on a non-divergent isopycnal surface. 
(3 (beta) has the following relation, f = f0 + £y , where f0 is the Coriolis 
parameter at the center of the ring, y is the North-South distance from 
the center of the ring(positive is North) 
Kt is the horizontal component of curvature for the particle trajectory 
(positive for cyclonic curvature, negative for anticyclonic curvature) 
Kq is the reference horizontal radius of curvature 
From this equation, it cam be seen that for a cyclonic eddy as beta 
increases towards the north, the curvature must become larger and as beta 
decreases to the south, the curvature must become smaller. This change in 
the radius of curvature as the particle moves around the eddy defines a path 
which steadily translates the particle westward. The same preferential move¬ 
ment is also true for anticyclonic eddies in that the northward radius of curva¬ 
ture is smaller and to the south, the radius of curvature becomes larger. 
For a Gulf Stream ring possessing a diameter of 200 kilometers and cen¬ 
tered at a latitude of 45 degrees, there would be a 4% change in the Coriolis 
parameter. For an arctic eddy whose typical diameter is 10 km, the 
corresponding change in the Coriolis parameter at a latitude of 75 degrees 
north would be three orders of magnitude less than that of the Gulf Stream 
ring. On the basis of these calculations, it appears that this effect is most 
likely insignificant. 
As previously indicated in chapter 2, several of the eddies were observed 
more than once at the same camp or different camps based on T-S data. 
Specifically 31 of the 146 individual crossings were shown to be the observation 
of 12 different eddies at various times and are listed in Table 14. Most of the 
duplicate observations were re crossings of the same eddy; two eddies however, 
were observed by different camps with the longest time difference between 
observations of six months. A list of these individual eddies and the observa- 
% 
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tions that define them by STD station numbers as well as their respective 
dates, are shown in Table 14. Figure 63 indicates the directions of travel taken 
by the 12 eddies superimposed on the mean dynamic topography of the 
Beaufort Sea. As can by seen, many of the eddies travel along paths that are 
not in agreement with the mean flow field such as eddy numbers 1, 5, 6, 10, 
and 12(figure 63). It is believed that these movements over short periods of 
time are the result of the instantaneous and highly variable barotropic wind 
driven currents. Over the long term mean of many months to years, it is 
expected that this motion would also conform to the general clockwise circula¬ 
tion pattern of the Beaufort Sea. The only eddy observed over such a long term 
period (6 months) is eddy number 4 and it does approximate the general clock¬ 
wise movement of the mean field in the Beaufort Sea. 
2) Mean conditions of the Beaufort Sea 
<*> 
A clear majority of the observed eddies within the Beaufort Sea lie princi¬ 
pally within the 50 to 300 meter depth range. As shown in figure 12, the major 
circulation of the Beaufort Sea is also almost entirely confined to the upper 
300 meters of the water column(Newton,1973). 
It appears that eddies within the Beaufort Sea move, over a long period of 
time, with the mean clockwise circulation pattern. If on the other hand, the 
mesoscale eddies are found outside the general surface circulation.pattern of 
the Beaufort Sea, as suggested by historical data, Le. to the west, then their 
movement would generally correspond with the Transpolar Drift, finally exiting 
via the East Greenland Current. 
Using a dissipative frictional regime for the decay of eddies, Hunkins 
(unpublished manuscript) suggested that the 1/e decay time for a typical eddy 
would be on the order of several months. This would put an upper limit on the 























































































































































































1 Caribou 69 17-Jun-75 
Caribou 93 29-Jun-75 
2 Caribou 235 15-Sep-75 
Caribou 246 21-Sep-75 
Snowbird 590 17-Apr-76 
3 Caribou 384 26-Nov-75 
Caribou 432 8-Dec-75 
Caribou 446 23-Dec-75 
Caribou 480 4-Jan-76 
Caribou 500 9-Jan-76 
4 Blue Fox 86 2-Aug-75 
Snowbird 234 25-Sep-75 
Snowbird 422 14-Jan-76 
5 Blue Fox 114 23-Aug-75 
Blue Fox 130 31-Aug-75 
Blue Fox 140 5-Sep-75 
6 Snowbird 32 31-May-75 
Snowbird 94 l-Jul-75 
7 Snowbird 259 18-0ct-75 
Snowbird 277 27-0ct-75 
8 Snowbird 334 25-Nov-75 
Snowbird 346 l-Dec-75 
Snowbird 412 8-Jan-76 
9 Snowbird 376 20-Dec-75 
Snowbird 392 29-Dec-75 
10 Big Bear 255 9-Jun-75 
Big Bear 281 16-Jun-75 
11 Big Bear 469 14-Aug-75 
Big Bear 491 20-Aug-75 
12 Big Bear 530 l-Sep-75 
Big Bear 562 l-0ct-75 
observational data of eddies(table 6), the longest individual eddy that was 
observed more than once spanned a time period of 5.5 months. In that time 
period the eddy(eddy 4,figure 63) moved in fairly close agreement with the 
general circulation of the Beaufort Sea. 
If such an eddy were advected into the Beaufort Gyre from the source 
region of the Alaskan Coastal Current, and did move on a long term basis, in 
response to the mean surface geostrophic velocity field, it could travel roughly 
1600 km in 5.5 months using an estimate of .05 m/sec as a mean drift rate. 
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This distance would take an eddy generated near Point Barrow nearly 3/4 of 
the distance around the Beaufort Gyre if its movement was entirely confined to 
the 0.45 dynamic height contour(figure 17). 
If the eddy was in the region of the Transpolar Drift, which is out of the 
influence of the Beaufort Gyre, it would probably not be able to cross the pole 
which is approximately 2500 km from Point Barrow. According to surface maps 
showing drift tracks of past manned ice camps in this area, the maximum dis¬ 
tance that could be traveled would be close to 80 degrees north latitude. Arlis 
II made such a drift track; however, its starting position was some 300 km 
north of Point Barrow. After one year from its starting position, Arlis II was 
close to 81 degrees north latitude and 163 degrees east longitude. These argu¬ 
ments suggest that if the eddies are placed within the deep Arctic Ocean, their 
general movement is in accordance with the short term barotropic field and 
over a longer period, in accordance with the mean current field at the depth of 
the eddy. In response to these mean currents, the eddies would be continu¬ 
ously displaced from the area of origin and would decay entirely within the 
deep ocean. 
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C) Decay of Kinetic Energy over space and time. 
It has already been indicated that during the main AIDJEX Experiment, 
averaged monthly integrated baroclinic kinetic energy dropped two orders of 
magnitude as the manned camps drifted in general agreement with the 
Beaufort Gyre. The maximum was observed during the month of June 1975 at 
Big Bear(figure 48) and the minimum was in February 1976 at Snowbird. 
Averaging the integrated baroclinic kinetic energy over the number of camps 
per month also yields a decreasing trend in the observed baroclinic component 
through time. The data agree well with the assumption that (baroclinic)eddy 
kinetic energy as well as T-S properties should decrease in magnitude as one 
moves clockwise within the gyre. 
The decrease in T-S properties within the eddies, on the other hand, is not 
so easily shown to have decay properties in the clockwise direction of the gyre 
in comparison with the background energy of the mean field. This is due to the 
lack of the ability to observe the same eddy(or eddies) over long periods of 
time as well as making sure that the data were collected in the same part of 
the eddy. 
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D) Volume Transport 
The relative importance that the arctic eddies have in the volume tran¬ 
sport across the shelf with respect to other areas within the Arctic will indicate 
whether these features represent a significant mechanism by which heat, salt 
and biomass can be transferred. Although the initial structure of an eddy has 
not been documented, inferences can be made based on historical data within 
the Arctic and eddies actively observed during formation in other oceans. 
In the particular case of Gulf Stream rings, initial shape after formation is 
oblate to circular(figure 29). extending to the bottom of the ocean with a velo¬ 
city maximum at or near the surface. The properties of the newly formed 
rings are uniformly colder and less saline(cyclonic rings), or warmer and more 
saline(anticyclonic rings) than the new surrounding mean conditions. If it can 
be considered that the eddies observed within the Arctic are spun off near a 
frontal area associated with high currents such as the Alaskan Coastal Current, 
then it is not unrealistic to expect a similar process in their formation. 
If an assumption is made that the initial shape of an arctic eddy is nearly 
cylindrical, extending from the surface to a depth of 200 meters, an estimate 
of the volume transport can be provided. If the eddy is lens shaped(which they 
are shown to be within the central Beaufort), then the estimates based on a 
simple cylinder will be approximately 15% too high. 
It has been suggested by Parker(l971) that the Gulf Stream rings decay 
more rapidly in a vertical sense rather than horizontally because of the 
extremely large horizontal gradients required to do the latter. If this argument 
is suggestive of the dynamics of the arctic eddies, then the typical eddy diame¬ 
ter observed within the Beaufort Sea should not differ significantly with its ori¬ 
ginal diameter after formation. The only pass along the diameter of an anticy- 
clonic eddy was discussed by Newton et al(l974) and shows the part in solid 
body rotation to be approximately 10 km in diameter. 
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The mean salinity of water flowing through the Bering Strait is 32.4 
ppt(Table l). Eddies plotted on the T-S diagram of figure 44 indicate a visual 
average near 32 ppt. If the cross-shelf volume transport of the eddies ranges 
from 30% to 100% that of the Bering Strait inflow, eddies would transport from 
1.4 to 4.5 x 104 metric tons of salt per sec into the Beaufort Sea. 
The net effect of the salinity flux due to the eddies is that of maintaining 
an input of fresher, less saline shelf water into the Arctic Ocean in conjunction 
with the input of shelf water via direct advection processes(SC0R, 1979). 
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E) Salt Transport 
In the •western Arctic, the water that is advected into the Arctic Ocean 
from the shelf regions of the Chukchi Sea normally ranges from <31 ppt to 33 
ppt and -1.0 to 10.0 degrees C. in the summer months to 32 to 34 ppt and -1.5 
to -1.7 degrees C. in the winter. Upon being advected into the Arctic Ocean, 
this water sinks along lines of constant density until reaching its stable depth 
below the mixed layer and above the Atlantic layer. These differing conditions 
in the summer and winter shelf water correspond to the layers occupied by the 
Pacific T-maximum and T-minimum within the Canada Basin. 
The eddies of the Arctic Ocean, because of their composition of shelf 
water, will also move in the same manner to reach the approximate depth level 
at which they are stable. This is also in agreement with the concept that the 
entire structure of the eddy will translate as a column(Warren, 1967). Since 
each season represents a differing water column with respect to salinity as well 
as temperature, each individual eddy may vary slightly in its stable depth 
within the Beaufort Sea. Usually this will represent a depth range from about 
50 meters to 300 meters. Shelf water has been documented to have salinities 
as high as 34.99(Aagaard and Tripp, 1978; SC0R.1979) and therefore densities 
similar to the bottom of the Arctic Ocean. It is therefore believed that the 
deeper eddies that were observed only by STD data with depths greater than 
300 to 700 meters may have been a result of formation during conditions of 
active brine convection from early to late fall. 
This mechanism of isopycnal sinking of the eddy would also account for 
the subsurface velocity maximum. An alternate method(Hunkins, unpublished 
manuscript) using frictional dissipation between the base of the ice(or mixed 
layer) and an eddy with a velocity maximum at the surface would, within a few 
months, dissipate the the upper part of the eddy leaving a subsurface velocity 
maximum. 
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Using this estimate of 7 km for the initial radius of formation, an arctic 
eddy would have a volume of 1.57 X 109 m3 . Comparing this with the average 
transport of water through the Bering Strait(Table 1) of 1.5 X 108 m3/sec , a 
typical eddy would comprise 5.7 hours of flow. If the eddies were solely 
required to transport the same annual flow of water through the Bering Strait 
across the shelf-slope boundary, nearly 1500 would have to be formed per year. 
This estimate of eddy production is not unrealistic with that calculated for the 
number of eddies created from the meandering of the Alaskan Coastal Current, 
and possibly the additional production of eddies by rapid implacement of shelf 
water into the deep Arctic Ocean via submarine canyons. On the basis of these 
assumptions, eddies may represent a volume transport across the shelf rang¬ 
ing from 30% to 100% that of the Bering Straits inflow. 
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F) Heat Transport 
The amount of heat transported from the shelf to the Arctic Ocean by the 
eddies is extremely difficult to determine due to the constantly changing ther¬ 
mal conditions of the water which defines their internal cores. Depending 
directly on the season of the year, the vertical temperature structure of the 
shelf water may be relafively warm with the exception of relict near freezing 
winter water at the bottom during the summer, to near freezing isothermal 
conditions from the surface to the bottom during the winter. 
As previously mentioned, the vertical thermal properties within the cores 
of individual eddies were not consistently either warm or cold , but rather 
appeared to have a bi-level structure. The horizontal plane that defined the 
division of the two separate levels was constantly found at or very close to the 
depth of the salinity inflection(figure 27). The maximum temperature 
differences along lines of constant salinity(density) in the upper( ATI ) and 
lower( AT2 ) half of the eddy as compared to a station representing the local 
mean conditions are shown in figure 64. Temperature differences of ^ 0.04 
degree C. are considered to be representative of the surrounding noise and are 
indicated by the dashed vertical and horizontal lines. Data falling within the 
dashed lines were automatically placed on or immediately surrounding the the 
axis(0.0 degree C. difference) for clarity. 
The cores of the eddies predominantly show only three of the four possible 
cases for upper and lower thermal differences. These cases are -- l)totally 
warmer core(warm over warm) 2)totally colder core(cold over cold) and 3) 
warm over cold. The fourth case, cold over warm, is only observed twice during 
the AIDJEX main experiment and is also in accordance with conditions on the 
shelf. 
Cases (1) and (2) indicate the time of formation as maximum summer and 
winter conditions respectively. Case (3) would represent the several months of 
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at2 
Figure 64. Temperature differences between individual eddies and local mean 
conditions as Listed in Table 10. and HTZ define the upper and lower layers 
respectively. Dashed lines show the 0.04 degree C limits of the background 
noise. 
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transition between the winter and summer during the spring when the warmer 
fresher water overlies the colder relict winter conditions. Case (4). however, 
represents the rapid transition from summer to winter when active and 
vigorous mixing is accomplished with the onset of sea ice formation and result¬ 
ing brine convection on the shelf. Although it is possible to have the thermal 
stratification as shown in case (4), it is known that the normal duration of the 
transition period is shorter them case (3). 
Another observation that can be made from figure 64 is that of a possible 
decay mechanism which operates outside of the normal diffusive regime. As 
seen in quadrant 1, which represents the summer case, all but one of the 
eddies show a definite shift towards the AT2 axis. This implies that there is a 
consistently cooler upper layer with respect to the lower part of the core. 
Although this type of thermal structure may indeed represent shelf thermal 
structure, it is highly unlikely that all of the observed eddies would display this 
layering. 
If a diffusive regime is assumed to act uniformly throughout the eddy, 
then there should be a fairly constant and uniform decrease in the upper and 
lower core temperatures through time. If the thermal structure of the eddy 
was viewed at different times, the relative temperature difference between the 
upper and lower core would remain the same. As a result, there should be 
more observations of eddies with a warmer core relative to the lower core; this, 
however, is just the opposite of what is indicated by the data. For the summer 
data, this disparity of what was expected and what is observed may be the 
result of a more rapid decay of the upper core in relation to the lower core. A 
typical example of this type of thermal structure within the eddy is shown in 
figure 42. 
A simple frictional model would explain this type of accelerated upper 
thermal core decay relative to the lower core. The eddies have already been 
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shown to be nearly geostrophic in nature(Hunkins, 1974; Newton et al, 1974). 
Without the effect of friction, the resultant velocity field within the eddy will be 
normal to the pressure gradient(figure 65a). When friction modifies the geos¬ 
trophic balance of forces, the net result will be a slight veering of the velocity 
vector producing a small cross isobar flow(figure 65b). The frictionally induced 
velocity change for the anticyclonic and cyclonic cases are shown in figure 65c 
and 65d respectively. For the anticlonic case(figure 65c), there is a net tran¬ 
sport of water away from the center of the eddy near the frictional boundary. 
The opposite is true for the cyclonic case. Since mass has to be conserved, a 
compensating return flow must also occur with consequent secondary flow 
across isopycnal surfaces. 
In the case of the eddies observed within the Arctic Ocean, frictional 
effects would become important in the uppermost part of the eddy which is in 
contact with the base of the ice or the base of the mixed layer. The magnitude 
of the frictional term would be larger in the case of ice friction, but the mixed 
layer, because of its very low stratification, would also be important. 
The return flow within the cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies would most 
likely be on a horizontal density surface where the least amount of work is 
required for water to enter the field of the eddy. The depth of this horizontal 
plane corresponds with the point of salinity inflection within the eddy(figure 
27). The general flow pattern depicting the forced frictional flow at the surface 
and return flow at depth for an anticyclonic and cyclonic eddy is shown in 
figure 66a and b. Theoretical implications (Hunkins, personal communication) 
suggest that this type of frictional coupling between the base of the ice or 
mixed layer can be responsible for changing a surface velocity maximum to a 
mid-depth velocity maximum in a time span of a few months. 
In summary, it is believed that the original upper layer properties of the 
eddy are removed more rapidly than the lower layer via a frictionally induced 
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Figure 65. Horizontal balance of forces in a) geostrophic flow and, b) geos 
trophic flow modified by friction. Veering of the velocity vector for both anticy 
clonic and cyclonic flow are show in (c) and (d) respectively. 
Figure 66. Cross-section along the diameter of an a) anticyclonic and, b) 
cyclonic eddy suggesting the upper layer flow patterns. 
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divergence at the surface and a compensating return flow at mid depth. This 
return flow replaces the upper layer anomalies with the local surrounding 
water. On the ATI , AT2 coordinate system, this process suggests a rapid ATI 
decay towards the background conditions due to advection and a much slower 
decay in the lower layer because of the lack of frictional effects and conse¬ 
quently a dominance of the diffusive regime. Once the upper layer has been 
reduced to the background noise of the surrounding mean, the lower half of 
the eddy will then decay along the AT2 axis. This type of process is shown in 
figure 87. The heavy arrows indicate a rapid advection-diffusion mechanism 
while the thinner arrows(parallel to the AT2 axis) indicate the slower diffusive 
regime. 
This process suggests that the eddies have a positive feedback mechan¬ 
ism that keeps the upper layer isopycnals in their original configuration. Also 
of major importance is that the eddies may also serve as a mechanism which 
enhances vertical mixing within the upper 200 meters of the water column 
below the base of the mixed layer. 
The flux of heat carried by the eddies from the shelf to the deep ocean will 
depend largely on whether or not the observed data represents the original 
structure within the eddies. The upper layers can be considered unknown when 
temperature differences(away from the mean) are less than 0.05 degrees C.. 
Looking outside the 0.04 degree boundaries in figure 64, the upper layer ther¬ 
mal properties are largely dominated by warmer water in a ratio of 2.6:1. The 
lower thermal structure of eddies is almost completely dominated by colder 
water with a ratio of 2.8:1. This in itseLf is not unexpected, since the lower part 
of the shelf water is characteristic of winter conditions for a majority of the 
year. Qualitatively, what may be indicated is that the eddies duplicate the 
transfer of warm summer water into the region of the Pacific T-max layer and 
cold water into the region of the Pacific T-min layer. Their ability to transfer 
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Figure 67. Suggested decay patterns of thermal properties -within the eddies 
for the upper( AS,l,A7’l) and lower ( AS^AFg) cores. 
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the anomalous water further than normal advection processes is quite evident 
by their anomalous characteristics when compared to the surrounding condi¬ 
tions. 
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G) Biological Transport 
Previous work pertaining to the Gulf Stream Rings(Wiebe, 1976a,b,c) sug¬ 
gests that eddies provide an important transfer mechanism of biomass across 
a front that would normally be impenetrable to planktonic and larger less 
mobile animals or plants. It is not the intention of the author to present as 
detailed an analysis as that of Wiebe, but rather to see if possible correlations 
do exist between the measurements of different species taken during net hauls 
and the presence of eddies. 
During the summer of 1975, biological measurements consisting of plank¬ 
ton net hauls, chlorophyll a, and nitrate determinations were taken at camp 
Big Bear by C. Pautzke, Jerry Hornof and Kevin Wyman. The net hauls were 
taken using a 1 meter diameter ring net with a mesh size of 73 microns at reg¬ 
ular intervals with wire out depths of 50, 100, and 150 m. 
Copepods were classified by Pautzke(l980 and unpublished data) as com¬ 
monly or uncommonly observed within the Beaufort Sea. Table 15 lists both the 
common and uncommon varieties as to species and the number observed dur¬ 
ing each net haul. Figures 68 and 69 show plots of the common species through 
time. Figure 70 indicates the number of uncommon species along with the 
time periods in which eddies were observed at camp Big Bear. Eddy observa¬ 
tion time periods are shown as horizontal bars near the base of the figure. 
Only two out of the several eddies at camp Big Bear had coincident times when 
the net hauls were being taken. The corresponding dates for the eddies were 
the 7th of June and the 13th of September. 
During the net hauls of 7 Jun, 1975, there was a significant deviation in the 
numbers of uncommon species observed. This occurred with the copepod 
Scolecithricella minor which peaked at 125. During the remainder of the exper¬ 
iment, the mean for this particular copepod was a little over 3. All of the other 
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in number -which do not correspond with the transient, short duration 
events(few days) of eddies. 
Previous investigations relating to S', minor (Tidmarsh, 1973; Brodsky, 1950; 
Minoda,1971; Shih and Laubitz.1978; Hughes, 1968) generally indicate that this 
species of copepod is found in higher abundance above 200 meters within the 
Arctic Ocean and closely neighboring areas, although it has been found in 
deeper waters. Hughes(l968), while on ice island T3 during the summer of 1966 
and winter of 1987, observed a minimum of S', minor for the time period of 
June-July(l966) with a subsequent steady increase up to a high of 58(per net 
haul) during February(l967). The results of Hughes indicate an increase in 
population over a long period of time and does not indicate the possible pres¬ 
ence of eddies. 
The other correlation date between the observation of an eddy and a net 
haul was on the 13th of September. At this particular time, no major deviations 
were seen in the populations of the various species, either common or uncom¬ 
mon. The lack of deviations within the various species may be due to one or a 
combination of several reasons: 1) the net haul was taken near the edge of the 
eddy where maximum anomalous conditions do not exist, 2) the eddy may 
have been in a later stage of its life cycle and therefore any major anomalous 
properties would have been absent, and 3) at the time of initial formation for 
the eddy, the shelf conditions may have had a totally different standing crop of 
planktonic species that would not appear as abnormal, to the Beaufort Sea 
Community. 
When the two different eddies are compared to note any major differences 
that would account for the different observations, severed conclusions were for¬ 
mulated. The first is that the June 7 eddy was one of the highest velocity eddies 
existing in all of the historical data with a maximum speed of .57 m/sec. The 
September 13 eddy, however, was of a much lower velocity indicating that the 
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observations were along the edge of a stronger eddy or the eddy was in a later 
stage of decay. The persistence of observations between the two eddies was 
also markedly different. The June 20 eddy was observed continuously for 10 
days while the other eddy was observed for only a half of a day. 
Unfortunately, STD data were not available for the September 13 eddy, 
although the June 20 eddy had excellent coverage. As shown in figure 71, the 
June 20 eddy was an extremely anomalous event in both the upper and lower 
layer thermal differences which were +0.26 and -0.17 degrees respectively. Not 
only are spring or summer conditions implied for the formation of the eddy, 
but due to its large upper layer anomaly, young age is also implied. Biological 
observations did not start prior to the 7th of June and as a result, the peak in 
S. minor can not definitely be considered to be a result of eddy transport. 
Other explanations for this high peak could be due to a high standing crop 
prior to the first observation or a simple vertical migration. 
Although the habits of 5\ minor are not well understood for the Arctic 
Ocean, it is strongly felt that the above explanations do not play an important 
role for the June 7 eddy. Both of the explanations do not take into account that 
a mass of highly anomalous water comprising some 16 cubic kilometers was 
physically displacing the normal Beaufort Sea community. If S', minor was not 
taken from the eddy, the species had to be residing entirely within the upper 
40 meters of the water column. If this were true, one would then expect a 
moderate number of observations for nearly all the net hauls taken subse¬ 
quently. This, however, is not observed and therefore strongly suggests that 5. 
minor was indeed residing within the eddy of June 7. 
This fairly warm upper layer core tends also to support the abundance of 
S', minor which must have been resident on the shelf in the late spring or sum¬ 
mer. The September 13 eddy may have been much older, in which case the 



























































previously discussed. When observations are then made in the upper core, no 
major anomalies would exist in temperature or biomass. 
It is therefore believed that eddies of the Arctic Ocean operate in a similar 
manner to that of the Gulf Stream rings by transferring biomass across the 
shelf-slope front. Anomalies of the various species within the eddy as compared 
to the Beaufort Sea, however, will be strongly dependent on 1) the season in 
which the eddy was created, and 2) at what time the observations were made 
within the eddy after its formation. 
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6. Summary and Conclusiona 
Mesoscale eddies 'within the world’s oceans play an important role in the 
transport of energy, salt, heat, and other constituents such as biomass and 
chemical tracers across large scale fronts that would normally be impenetr¬ 
able. They are common features that are found in every ocean, but much is 
still unknown about them. 
Due to the inaccessibility of the permanent pack ice zones of the Arctic 
Ocean, mesoscale eddies were not documented to exist within this region until 
1974(Hunkins, 1974; Newton et al;1974). Historical data at that time indicated 
that eddies had been observed but that they were believed to be broad linear 
features that were created in response to local atmospheric forcing 
(Shirshov.as reported in Belyakov, 1972). On the basis of these studies and the 
present work, new information has been gathered on the characteristics of the 
arctic eddies. 
When compared to the mid-latitude eddies which are typically on the 
order of 100-200 km in diameter and 2-4 km in thickness, the Arctic eddies 
were an order of magnitude smaller. Typical eddy diameter and thickness are 
10 km and 200 m respectively. One difference was that the arctic eddies had a 
subsurface velocity maximum. Speeds within the arctic eddies are typically 
.20-.30 m/sec although they may be as high as .60 m/sec. 
Very little was known about the eddies of the Arctic pertaining to their life 
span, decay mechanisms, origin, horizontal and vertical spatial density and 
variability, rotational characteristics, energetics, and transport capabilities. 
On the basis of available temperature, salinity, and current data at that time, 
it did appear that the eddies were of distant origin and that they dominated 
the kinetic energy balance in the upper 100 meters of the water column. 
Using the STD and PCM data sets obtained from the four drifting manned 
camps located in the Beaufort Sea during the 1975-76 AIDJEX Experiment, 
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enough information was available to answer some of the questions and to 
speculate on some of the others. 
Origin 
The origin of the eddies within the Arctic Ocean remains an open question. 
Hypotheses range from local atmospheric forcing and intense brine convection 
to a formation at a baroclinically or barotropically unstable front. 
Local atmospheric forcing was originally considered as the generation 
mechanism of the so called ’transient undercurrents’, or ’counter currents’. 
However, there are several faults with this concept such as scale and spatial 
variability. The one suggestive piece of evidence is the observation of eddies 
that are similar to the surrounding conditions within the Beaufort Sea. They 
can also be interpreted as distantly generated eddies in an advanced state of 
decay. Unfortunately, there is no way to discriminate between the two at this 
time. 
Intense brine convection caused by the rapid formation of sea ice was also 
ruled out as a possible mechanism because scale and seasonal occurrence do 
not support this process. 
Hunkins(l974) suggested that baroclinic instability on the Alaskan slope 
near Point Barrow was a possible mechanism for the production of eddies. 
Data from ship cruises in the Chukchi Sea and the Alaskan shelf-slope regions 
were used to find possible correlations with the T-S signatures of eddies within 
the Beaufort Sea. Agreement between the two data sets was most conclusive 
directly north of Point Barrow. 
Because of the predominance of anticyclonic eddies within the Beaufort 
Sea. the eastward flowing Alaskan Coastal Current appears to be the major 
source region from which the eddies are spun off in a similar manner to that of 
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the Gulf Stream rings. It is further suggested that in the case of the Alaskan 
Coastal Current, barotropic instability may also play an important part in the 
formation of eddies. The other possibility concerning mechanisms that can 
produce eddies is the rapid implacement of shelf water into the Beaufort Sea 
via submarine canyons. This mechanism is tentative and requires further 
evaluation. 
Cross Shelf Transports of the Eddies 
With the assumption that as many as 500 eddies may be spun off the 
Alaskan Coastal Current during a year(e-folding time of 2-3 days), the 
corresponding volume and salt transport into the deep ocean from the shelf 
would be 30% of the Bering Strait's input. Temperature flux is more difficult to 
estimate, but does suggest a transport of heat that maintains the thermal 
regime of the Beaufort Sea from 50 to 300 m. 
Also suggestive of the eddy flux regime is that of the transport of biomass 
across the shelf-slope front into the Beaufort Sea. Although the data that sug¬ 
gests this transfer mechanism is far from being conclusive, future work should 
be done to either prove or disprove this process within the Arctic Ocean. 
Spatial Density and Variability 
The arctic eddies appear to be predominantly confined to the Amerasia 
Basin and more specifically, to the Beaufort Sea. They are undoubtedly ubiqui¬ 
tous within this region with an estimated horizontal density of one every 1000 
km2. During the main AIDJEX Experiment, 146 separate crossings over eddies 
were made. A clear majority were observed in a depth range from 50 to 300 
meters, although eddies deeper than previously thought to exist were also 
observed. Both cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies are known to exist in the Arc¬ 
tic Ocean. Prior to 1975, statistics on the ratio of anticyclonic to cyclonic 
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eddies ranged from 1:1 to 7:1. Subsequent information shows that there is a 
clear dominance(97%) of anticyclonic eddies within the Beaufort Sea. 
Kinetics 
The eddies of the Arctic Ocean tend to dominate the kinetic energy bal¬ 
ance of the upper 200 meters of the water column. Using profiling current 
meter data, eddy kinetic energy was calculated to be an order of magnitude 
larger than that of the mean field at a depth of 115 m. When a simplified model 
was used to estimate the total amount of kinetic energy due to the mean field 
as well as the eddies within the AIDJEX sector to a depth of 4000 m, their 
respective energies were approximately equal. 
Of the thirteen months of data, only four months were able to be used in 
the kinetic energy flux analysis. Data within this particular time period suggest 
that the flux of barociinic kinetic energy was in a counter-gradient direction 
indicating a transfer from the eddies to the mean field. The barotropic field 
was also shown to play an important role in the direction of kinetic energy flux 
depending on its relation to the mean geostrophic field. 
Data from a simplified model further suggested that there is an equal par¬ 
tition between the available potential and kinetic energy of the eddies. 
Internal Structure of the Eddies 
Two different layers were found to exist within the eddies based on ther¬ 
mal contrasts with the surrounding conditions. The division between the upper 
and lower layers consistently agreed in depth with the salinity inflection point 
within the eddy. 
An advection-diffusion mechanism set up in the upper part of the eddy by 
frictionally induced divergence at the base of the mixed layer or the ice 
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rapidly leads to decay of the upper core layer, while the lower core would 
decay much more slowly in response to an entirely diffusive regime. 
Summary 
Briefly, the upper several hundred meters of the western Arctic Ocean can 
no longer be viewed as a sluggish moving mass of water with slowly changing 
temperature and salinity, but rather a region with considerable variability on 
horizontal scales of tens of kilometers. This variability is primarily due to the 
presence of anticyclonic mesoscale eddies located in the depth range of 50 to 
300 meters. 
The interaction of these eddies with the mean conditions of the Beaufort 
Sea is complex and not completely understood. Their importance to the kinetic 
energy balance has been documented here. It is believed that these features 
transfer kinetic energy to the mean field in a "negative viscosity" manner 
rather than the normal dissipative sense. Because of their ubiquitous nature 
within this region and their high velocities, observational data indicate that 
they dominate the balance of kinetic energy within the upper 200 meters. 
The origin of the arctic eddies is believed to be in the vicinity of the 
Alaskan shelf-slope region near Point Barrow based on T-S properties. The most 
probable mechanism for the creation of the eddies is that of barotropic or 
baroclinic instability of the eastward flowing Alaskan Coastal Current. 
Estimated volume and salt transport of the eddies over a given period in 
time may be considered significant to that of the inflow of water through the 
Bering Straits. It is also believed that they decay entirely within the Arctic 
Ocean, thereby effectively transfering all of their heat, salt, biomass and other 
chemical constituents across the front north of Point Barrow, Alaska. 
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Simplified, models of the available potential and kinetic energy contained 
■within a typical arctic eddy indicate that the eddies obey the equal partition of 
energy theory for geostrophic flows which are close to the Rossby radius of 
deformation. Using decay rates of available potential energy calculated for the 
Gulf Stream rings, typical life spans of the Arctic eddies may range from a few 
months to a year. 
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Appendix 1 
Conversion Table for AEDJEX Days 
to Calendar Days 
For the main experiment, AIDJEX adopted a convention of numbering days 
consecutively, beginning with day l(l January, 1975) and ending with day 
500(14 May, 1976). 
In the conversion table, the first column is the AIDJEX day. The second 
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The following are defintions of the labels for this section: 
IDYBGN - Date of first observation of eddy (AIDJEX DAYS) 
IDYEND - Date of last observation of eddy (AIDJEX DAYS) 
DEL - Total time that the eddy was observed (in decimal days) 
PCM BGN - Beginning PCM station of observation 
PCM END - Ending PCM station of observation 
STD BGN - Beginning STD station of observation 
STD END - Ending STD station of observation 
STD CNTR - The STD station with the maximum vertical displacement of the isohalines 
PCM MAX - The PCM station with the maximum observed absolute velocity 
ROT - Rotation of eddy, CW( Clockwise), CCW(Counter-clockwise) 
CLS - Classification label as defined in text 
DAY OF MAXSPD - AIDJEX day of the maximum speed observed in the eddy 
MAXSP - Maximum speed of the eddy in cm/sec 
SPD DEP - Depth of maximum speed in meters 
386 
Section 3a 
******** Information List for All Eddies Observed at Camp Caribou ******** 
- AIDJEX DAYS - PCM STD STD PCM DAY OF SPD 
IDYBGN IDYEND DEL BGN END BGN END CNTR MAX ROT CLS MAXSPD MAXSP DEP 
145.76 147.75 2.0 023 027 027 CW s 
149.75 149.75 .05 031 031 031 C W s 
150.75 151.34 1.1 033 035 035 C W s 
168.77 169.76 1.0 069 071 069 CW s 
179.76 130.78 1.0 091 093 093 CW s 
185.76 186.75 1.0 102 104 102 CW s 
197.77 197.77 .05 124 124 124 CW s 
202.75 202.75 .05 126 126 126 CW s 
209.75 209.75 .05 140 140 140 CW s 
216.76 213.30 2.0 001 001 154 158 156 001 CW c 217.29 14.85 100 
221.23 221.28 .05 163 163 163 CW s 
222.78 222.96 0.2 007 007 167 167 167 007 CW c 222.96 24.20 119 
239.76 242.75 3,0 200 205 200 CW s 
255.76 259.78 4.0 229 237 231 CW s 
264.77 266.75 2.0 246 250 246 CW s 
270.76 270.76 4.0 252 259 252 CW s 
230.76 281.76 1.0 271 273 271 CW s 
292.75 292.75 .05 289 289 289 CW s 
302.35 302.35 .05 055 055 055 p 302.35 22.06 063 
304.03 304.03 .05 300 300 300 ' CW 3 
310.17 314.79 4.6 309 322 314 UNK D 
311.77 311.91 2.3 063 063 311 318 314 063 CW c 311.91 17.62 062 
320.10 320.31 0.7 074 075 075 CW CSB 320.31 14.56 064 
324.38 325.83 1.0 084 087 085 CW CSB 325.33 15.00 090 
327.21 331.28 4.1 090 098 371 388 382 096 CW c 330.28 35.04 139 
335.56 339.83 4.3 104 113 104 CW CSB 335.56 31.79 167 
340.27 345.32 5.1 114 126 426 440 432 122 CW c 343.34 30.89 187 
350.94 351.30 0.4 130 131 130 p 350.94 21.64 038 
355.82 358.28 2.5 137 142 444 446 446 142 CW c 358.23 17.29 187 
366.25 368.30 2.6 468 473 474 CCW s 
369.25 369.75 0.5 158 158 480 482 480 158 CW c 369.27 31.80 180 
374.05 375.92 1.9 166 169 500 502 500 169 CW c 375.92 20.46 176 
396.21 396.23 .05 185 135 559 559 559 185 CW c 396.23 10.65 141 
433.75 439.75 6.0 302 314 672 696 676 304 CW c 434.96 23.66 079 
467.25 467.35 0.1 377 377 804 804 804 377 CW c 467.35 26.61 190 
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Section 3b 
******** information List for All Eddies Observed at Camp Blue Fox ******** 
- AIDJEX DAYS - PCM STD 
IDYBGN IDYEND DEL BGN END BGN END 
148.75 151.23 2.5 042 047 019 021 
151.75 154.33 3.1 043 054 022 025 
157.75 158.37 1.1 061 062 023 030 
168.75 172.89 3.6 081 089 039 043 
173.23 173.23 .05 090 090 
176.75 178.38 2.1 097 101 
179.26 130.24 1.0 102 104 
180.75 134.24 3.5 105 112 051 054 
186.24 136.75 0.5 116 116 057 057 
211.38 212.23 0.4 167 168 082 082 
214.24 216.24 2.0 172 176 086 088 
218.18 218.23 0.1 179 179 
218.75 220.89 2.1 130 134 094 097 
223.75 223.75 0.1 100 100 
223.88 223.88 0.1 193 193 
224.75 226.75 2.0 196 200 101 103 
234.75 237.76 4.0 224 226 112 118 
240.25 242.03 2.2 232 235 124 126 
240.75 240.90 0.2 233 233 
243.75 244.75 1.0 241 *241 130 132 
245.23 245.23 0.1 243 243 
247.23, 247.23 0.1 249 249 
248.23 248.23 0.1 252 252 
247.75 248.88 1.1 252 253 138 140 
249.75 251.75 2.0 255 259 142 146 
251.88 253.24 1.4 260 263 
254.75 255.24 0.5 266 267 
264.25 264.39 0.6 235 236 
267.77 273.75 6.0 296 296 178 190 
270.98 270.98 0.1 298 298 
277.78 285.39 8.1 312 328 198 214 
291.75 292.98 1.2 340 342 226 228 
295.90 295.90 0.1 348 348 
297.24 297.24 0.1 351 351 
297.75 298.88 1.1 352 353 238 240 
300.00 300.00 0.1 355 355 
301.75 303.24 1.5 359 362 246 248 
311.75 317.75 6.0 389 392 266 278 
317.30 317.30 0.1 390 390 
318.75 319.76 1.0- 280 282 
332.89 335.23 2.3 421 426 
369.30 375.30 6.0 485 497 324 334 
376.75 376.76 0.1 338 338 
387.30 395.31 8.0 521 537 
396.75 396.75 0.1 378 378 
398.75 399.75 1.0 382 384 
403.30 403.90 0.6 553 554 
STD PCM DAY OF SPD 
CNTR MAX ROT CLS MAXSPD MAXSP DEP 
020 044 CW c 149.38 20.97 176 
023 051 CW c 153.24 32.57 099 
029 061 CW c 158.25 17.85 114 
043 089 CW c 172.89 29.31 078 
090 p 173.23 36.82 130 
098 CW CSB 177.31 13.32 113 
103 p 179.38 29.63 190 
054 109 CW c 132.90 34.65 117 
057 116 CW c 186.24 20.00 047 
082 168 CW c 212.23 13.39 152 
088 175 CW c 215.38 25.48 139 
179 p 213.28 13.45 137 
096 182 CW c 219.94 33.66 089 
100 CW s 
193 p 223.88 45.32 187 
102 196 CW c 224.88 39.15 128 
114 225 CW c 237.24 19. 050 
124 234 CW c 241.22 27. 100 
233 p 240.90 23.25 139 
130 241 CW c 244.75 47.81 075 
243 p 245.23 19.70 148 
249 p 247.23 11.69 183 
252 p 248.23 15.97 169 
140 253 CW c 248.38 15. 055 
144 256 CW c 250.25 29.71 115 
260 p 251.88 35.13 180 
266 CW CSB 254.89 26.42 139 
286 CW CSB 284.39 47.94 122 
184 296 CW c 274.96 12. 55 
298 p 270.98 13. 190 
208 320 CW c 281.90 28.75 134 
228 342 CW c 292.98 21.20 092 
348 p 295.90 41.04 105 
351 p 297.24 22. 082 
238 352 CW c 297.89 21.02 180 
355 p 300.00 28.20 119 
246 362 CW c 303.24 33. 100 
272 389 CW c 316.86 12. 47 
390 p 317.30 20.57 078 
280 CW s 
426 p 335.23 15. 125 
324 485 CW c 369.30 32.02 084 
338 CW s 
526 CSB 389.88 15.81 095 
378 CW s 
382 CW s 
553 p 403.30 30.01 096 
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Section 3c 
******** information List for All Eddies Observed at Camp Snowbird ******** 
- AJDJEX DAYS * PCM STD STD PCM DAY OF SPD 
IDYBGN IDYEND DEL BGN END BGN END CNTR MAX ROT CLS MAXSPD MAXSP DEP 
135.22 138.25 3.0 021 024 001 003 003 023 CW c 137.27 51.75 158 
143.37 146.75 2.9 035 040 036 cw CSB 144.24 14.59 157 
149.75 155.25 5.5 047 058 028 038 030 049 CW c 150.86 58.23 135 
165.36 169.24 3.4 079 086 085 cw CSB 168.36 15.60 137 
177.75 179.75 2.0 084 088 086 cw s 
130.75 184.24 3.5 110 116 090 096 094 115 cw c 183.88 28.96 149 
186.37 137.76 0.9 120 122 104 104 104 122 cw c 137.09 13.73 171 
191.75 193.25 1.5 110 112 112 cw CSB 
196.30 200.75 4.0 135 141 118 126 122 141 cw c 200.25 24.01 196 
211.75 212.29 0.5 147 147 136 136 136 147 cw c 212.29 10. 090 
235.75 237.75 2.0 206 211 182 186 184 210 cw c 236.95 30.51 119 
242.24 243.95 1.7 221 222 222 cw CSB 243.95 31.37 065 
247.59 248.09 0.5 236 238 236 p 247.59 16.69 055 
248.75 249.24 0.5 241 241 206 206 206 241 cw c 249.24 16.02 056 
250.75 253.24 2.5 245 251 246 ccw CSB 251.24 17. 120 
258.24 259.24 1.0 261 263 262 p 258.93 14.17 077 
267.77 268.95 1.2 280 232 233 234 234 280 cw c 267.96 23.71 109 
274.25 274.95 0.7 291 292 292 p 274.95 31.02 057 
273.75 280.75 2.0 238 240 239 D 
231.75 282.24 0.5 241 241 241 cw CSB 
284.75 238.24 3.5 308 313 245 251 247 310 cw c 286.95 22.61 082 
286.75 286.75 0.1 249 249 249 ccw s 
289.75 294.24 3.5 316 324 255 263 257 321 cw c 292.95 22.36 104 
299.79 301.75 2.0 334 336 275 270 277 336 cw c 301.25 24.87 055 
326.02 327.24 1.2 380 382 328 328 328 380 cw c 326.02 33.71 082 
329.31 330.75 1.4 386 388 334 336 334 388 cw c 330.29 26.43 113 
334.75 339.24 4.5 396 405 344 352 346 398 cw c 336.02 29.35 089 
338.75 340.25 1.5 404 407 352 354 354 406 cw c 339.95 11.00 200 
342.95 344.31 1.4 412 415 412 p 342.95 16.69 105 
351.83 352.41 0.6 429 429 429 cw CSB 352.41 13.90 049 
353.76 356.75 3.0 374 380 376 cw s 
361.83 364.24 2.4 434 431 390 392 392 438 cw c 363.88 21.47 076 
366.27 367.26 1.0 443 445 445 cw CSB 367.26 10.92 086 
368.39 375.24 6.4 448 461 404 412 404 457 cw c 372.27 31.43 089 
377.71 383.29 5.6 464 473 418 433 418 467 cw c 378.83 21.05 094 
397.78 397.88 0.1 504 504 482 482 482 504 cw c 397.38 16.58 139 
402.76 403.76 1.0 506 507 490 492 492 507 cw c 403.29 31.95 092 
423.29 423.78 0.5 541 541 541 cw CSB 423.29 16. 047 
447.36 449.84 2.0 557 561 558 p 448.35 24.93 085 
472.25 476.25 4.0 611 617 586 602 596 616 cw c 475.06 20.23 097 
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Section 3d 
******** information List for All Eddies Observed at Camp Big Bear ******** 
- AID-JEX DAYS - PCM STD STD PCM DAY OF SPD 
IDYBGN IDYEND DEL BGN END BGN END CNTR MAX ROT CLS MAXSPD MAXSP DEP 
094.00 094.00 004 004 004 CW s 
101.21 103.73 2.5 024 034 028 UNK D 
119.74 122.81 3.1 048 055 097 107 105 050 CW c 120.32 46.78 152 
126.17 126.83 0.7 062 063 062 CW CSB 126.23 10.08 140 
148.23 150.93 2.7 102 111 105 CW CSB 149.23 16.18 177 
157.21 161.71 4.5 132 142 241 259 255 134 CW c 158.73 45.79 131 
163.21 168.71 5.5 145 168 265 237 281 168 CW c 163.26 57.38 165 
176.95 177.81 0.9 174 174 174 CW CSB 176.95 15.69 086 
181.21 131.21 349 349 349 CW S 
133.21 183.21 357 357 357 CW s 
196.68 197.25 0,6 242 244 244 p 197.25 12.75 064 
207.67 203.67 1.0 276 278 278 CW CSB 203.67 12.57 135 
212.22 213.71 1.5 282 234 425 429 427 232 CW C 212.67 26.32 113 
215.23 217.21 2.0 287 291 434 440 436 291 CW C 216.70 36.00 152 
218.71 220.94 2.2 297 303 446 453 451 298 CW C 219.72 17.10 062 
221.23 222.23 1.0 304 412 452 459 457 307 CW C 221.61 36.54 104 
225.17 226.17 1.0 324 324 467 469 469 324 CW c 225.70 19.45 070 
227.26 229.23 2.0 327 331 477 477 477 327 CW c 229.23 , 15.68 045 
232.21 232.22 337 337 491 491 491 337 CW c 232.21 28.41 105 
237.79 239.73 2.0 349 349 511 519 513 349 CW c 238.71 16.02 135 
242.71 244.73 2.0 355 365 529 530 530 357 CW c 243.72 26.97 117 
243.22 244.16 0.9 529 530 530 CW s 
256.21 256.73 0.5 389 390 389 p 256.21 13.45 040 
259.23 260.76 1.5 395 398 396 p 259.72 15.73 042 
263.74 264.21 1.5 404 405 404 p 263.74 19.27 038 
268.24 269.80 1.6 413 416 415 p 269.23 20.75 060 






Monthly Mean Kinetic Energy 
Left most solid line is Mean Kinetic Energy. 
Dashed line is Fluctuating Kinetic Energy. 
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